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The purpose of the present study was to determine what,
if any, relationship existed between the correspondence of
perceptions between superior-subordinate work dyads and
the superior's rating of the subordinate's work performance.
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In order to assess the perceptual aspect of interpersonal communication, an instrument was developed to measure
individual perceptions, which were subsequently compared
for measures of agreement/disagreement, understanding/
misunderstanding, realization/lack of realization, and
feelings of being understood/misunderstood.

Development

of the Superior-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception Method
(SSIPM) involved identification of issues germane to the
work relationship through several phases.

The pilot form

of the SSIPM included 40 items and was implemented using a
test-retest method with eleven superior-subordinate subject
pairs.

Resulting data was analyzed for reliability on the

basis of test-retest correlation coefficients and itemtotal correlation coefficients.

Thus, the 16 most reliable

items were identified for inclusion on the final form of
the SSIPM.

The final study involved 52 superior-subordinate

work dyads from 11 different organizations.

All partici-

pants responded to the SSIPM; superiors rated their subordinate using a general performance appraisal instrument.
Data analysis from SSIPM scores (total matching perceptions across all issues and perceptual levels) and performance appraisal scores resulted in a direct and signif icant relationship.
The development of the SSIPM represents an effort to
measure the correspondence of dyadic perceptions; the final
study represents an effort to learn how those superiorsubordinate perceptions relate to the performance appraisal.
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A moderately high Cronbach's Alpha was produced by the reliability analysis, suggesting that the instrument has
merit.

The significant positive relationship established

between the SSIPM and the performance appraisal indicates
support for the theory that perceptions between co-workers
are related to how one judges the performance of the other.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The world of work is filled with a broad expanse of
occupations, trades and professions.
inator across fields is people.

The one conunon denom-

Every form of work involves,

at one point or another, communication with other human
beings.

Most often, work situations involve repeated face-

to-face interaction with a few people.

And, because

organizations inevitably encompass hierarchies of responsibility and power,
involved.

superior~subordinate

relationships are

Breakdowns in communication are frequently cited

as the cause of frustration and a lack of productivity at
work.

ColYllllunication failures are said to contribute to un-

rest and

disco~tent

within organizations.

And, because

organizations seek to attract and retain a qualified and
effective work force, anything that blocks the effectiveness
of employees is of great concern.
One of the key areas of research in communication
perception.

is

A great deal of research has found vast per-

ceptual differences between communicating pairs in organizations

(Baird, 1977; Infante & Gordon, 1979; Moore, 1974;

Wexley, Alexander, Greenwalt & Conch, 1980).

The under-

lying assumption in much of the research is that perceptual
differences create dissonant interpersonal relationships,
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which, in turn, reduce communication effectiveness (Foa &
Foa, 1976; Laing, Phillipson & Lee, 1966; Likert, 1961;
Korman, 1960; Maier, 1959; Triandis 1 1959),
In an effort to understand the perceptual process and
how it relates to interpersonal relationships, current research has focused on the relational or transactional,
dynamic aspects of communication (Berlo, 1960; Goldhauber,
1974; Hastorf, Schneider & Polefka, 1970; Laing, et al.,
1966; Rogers & Farace, 1975; Roloff, 1981; Smircich & Chesser,
1981; Stewart, 1977; Wilmot, 1979).

There has been recent

identification of an emphasis on studying aspects of communication in context; i.e., real rather than laboratory settings
(Argyle, 1969; Goldhauber, 1974; Tucker, Weaver, BerrymanFink, 1981) •
Based on the above and a vast area of related literature, it is clear that perception is a primary component
of interpersonal communication (Hastorf, et al., 1970;
Tech & Smith, 1968; Verderber, 1980), and implicit is the
assumption that close correspondence of perceptions is the
basis for clear communication and good relationships.
Between superiors and subordinates, an event around
which perceptual differences become an issue is the perf ormance appraisal of the subordinate by the superior at work
(Baird, 1977; Heneman, 1974).

Organizations use performance

appraisals to motiviate employees toward improved performance,
and as a basis for decisions regarding who to train, promote

3

or replace..

Both. the importance of performance appraisal

instruments and difficulties with the performance appraisal
process have resulted in a plethora of research surrounding
the subject.

However, there is a dirth of instrumentation

for determining more than mere perceptual agreement or disagreement between superior-subordinates.

In addition, what

relationships those perceptions nave to the judgment by one
of another seem

to oe an untapped area of study.

While

the rational manager's ideal would involve having performance appraisals based purely on direct and objective
observation, and to see that workers are evaluated to the
degree to which they fill the requirements of their job,
several tendencies of rater oias are commonly known.

Per-

ceptions lie at the core of decisions that affect people at
work, and • • • "Human judgment enters into every criterion"
(Latham

&

Wexley, 1981, p. 42).

What the relationship might be between the correspondence of perceptions and the judgments called for in the
performance appraisal is the subject of this investigation.
The intent is to use a method which. taps the perceptions
of superiors and subordinates regarding issues germane to
their work relationship and to compare those perceptions
to get an assessment of the superior's perceptions of the
subordinate's performance at work in the form of a performance. appraisal, and, subsequently to determine the
strengtli and the direction of the relationships between
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these factors.

Specifically, this research. will involve:

(l} development of an instrument for reliably assessing
tlie degree of correspondence of per·ceptions, consisting of
issues of central concern to the superior-subordinate relationship;

(_2} administration of the developed instrument

to superior-subordinate pairs, and the administration
of the performance appraisal instrument to the superior
member of those pairs;

(31 analysis of data to determine

the relationship between the correspondence of perceptions,
and the outcome of the performance appraisals.

The objec-

tives will be achieved through item development and two
cycles of data collection and data analysis.
It is anticipated that the result of this effort to
identify issues germane to superiors and subordinates at
work, the Superior-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method LSSIPMl

may be a useful source of information for

the assessment of the perceptual status between employees.
Such an instrument could be used as a diagnostic tool in
identifying areas of misperception and thereby create the
opportunity for superior-subordinate dyads to achieve gains

in communication effectiveness.
This study is, in part, response to the plea with
which Hastorf, Schneider

&

Polefka Cl970l conclude their

book, Person Perception:
We need to know more about.how people get to know
one another; such knowledge would entail the matching of one person's perceptions- ·of another with the
other's perception of himself... • We nope in-
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creased attention will be paid to the variables that
influence the development of shared meaning, for it
is the salient part of the fabric of all social life.
(p. 103).

Other

current indications regarding the

kind of research are as follows:

need for this

(1) Wilmot (1979) suggested

that joint perceptions be studied to strengthen our understanding of dyadic transactions;

(2} Jabin (1979) compre-

hensively reviewed the empirical research in the area of
superior-subordinate relationship communication and suggested
that future research increasingly be developmental in nature
and take into greater consideration the effects of situational variaoles;

(3) Smircich & Chesser (1981) researched

two dimensions of interpersonal perceptions and concluded

that:

• • .1RJ esearch .must go beyond the level of agreement in order to explore fully the perceptions
resulting from interaction between superiors
and subordinates. Also, research must go beyond the level of understanding to include all
four levels of the Laing, et al., (1966} framework.
!fypothesi.s
The number of conjunctions bnatching perceptions l in
the superior-subordinate "WOrk. dyad wi.11 covary with the
superior's rating of the subordinate's overall performance.

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEIDRK
The ensuing theoretical review will be based on major
developments within a systemic transactional approach to
communication theory relevant to this investigation.

Com-

munication theory draws on several fields, as interests and
areas of study are not mutually exclusive.

Early communi-

cation theory consisted of linear, cause and effect models,
and gradually evolved into the current view of communication
as a dynamic, interactive process.
Early contributors to present models of transactional
communication include social scientist George Mead (1934),
who introduced the idea of the influence, through communication, that others have on the socialization process.
Cottrell (1941) developed a role theory which suggested that,
over time and through communication behavior, individuals
become a stimulus for relatively invariant response patterns
in one another.

Dymond {1949) further contributed to the

evolution of a systems approach in communication theory with
her study of empathy.

She found that the ability to put

oneself in another's place, and to sense how
was positively related to self understanding.

he

felt,

The increased

self awareness resulting from such an ability was said to
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assist one in understanding
personal co.mmunication.

self~other

patterns of inter-

This empathetic ability resulted

in learning which was transferrable to new situations.
Thus, one's self image was part of interpersonal communication experiences (Dymond, 194 9) •
During the next decade many of tbe sciences and social
sciences studied homeostatic systems involving feedback
loops which allowed for self-correction (Swenson, 19731.
This new process orientation also extended to communication,
and the static sender-receiver approach received less attention.

In its place, the focus shifted to interaction within

a system.

Bales (1951} theorized that present interactions

were based on previous interactions from which connnunication
developed expectations and behavioral dispositions.
the same time, psychologist

About

B.F. Skinner (1953) developed

his learning theory, which assumed that all human behavior
was learned and is constantly modified by forces in the environment, _including people.

Skinner's work on operant

conditioning served as a basis for later devlopment of the
exchange theory by Thibaut and Kelley C.1959) and Homans

(_1961), which involves trade-offs of closely allied resources.

The exchange theory states that behavior which

does not result in a valued reward will not continue, and
behavior which results in punishment will also cease.

The

perception of tliese things is the individual's reality of
how he views himself and his environment, and that is fundamental to this theory and others.
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A significant study of human interaction by Bateson
et al., (1976} took place between 1952-1962.

Although the

subject of the study was schizophrenics and their families,
the method of analysis focused on communication.

The study

found that the dysfunctional behavior of the schizophrenic
patient was a result of paradoxical connnunication within
the family.

That finding was closely related to the work

of R.D. Laing, (1972) who observed that in families, dysfunction of one reflects dysfunction of all.

Thus, the study

of reciprocal influence within a system of relationships
has contributed to the development of theory.
The conunon approach to communication today reflects
this progress.

Connnunication is commonly viewed as a dy-

namic process.

Brooks (19811 operationally defines the

communication process as dynamic, systemic, adaptive, continuous and transactional.

The systemic approach to study

assmnes that there are inputs, outputs, and feedback processes which tend to remain relatively stable over time
(Argyris, 1962).
The previous ove.rview of contributions to communication theory over tilne represents an effort to place the
present research in context.
Person Perception
Person perception is a complex but fundamental phenonenon which provides a basis for human relationships.
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There is a mutually shared field; the person being perceived is also perceiving;

(Taquirui & Petrullo, 1958).

Perception is a dynamic awareness that emerges as a
result of a complicated weighing, ordering, and assigning of meaning to the selective process of observation
and interaction.

In the process, a whole host of factors

and cues are involved, including past experiences, present
context, present feelings and purposes, probable consequences, self concept and the impression of how others think
and respond to us.

We interpret what we see and hear, make

inferences and assign meaning to people, information and
events (Argyle, 1969; Hastorf, et al., 1970; Hinde, 1979;
Toch, et al., 1968).

To every situation we bring our demo-

graphic characteristics and our unique personality characteristics (Kolo, et al., 19711.

Peception is selective; so

that from the many things we see and hear, we remember only
a few.

Acts of great significance to one, may be trivial

to another (Hastorf, et al., 19.7 0; Laing, et al., 19_66;
Wilmont, 1979).

In an effort to make sense of the world,

we look for order and meaning, and what we do not find, we
fill in; we impose structure upon situations and add information to what is incomplete.
There are many sources of error in the perception process so that people may not perceive things as they are
(Argyris, 19661.

Stereotyping is a generalization which

limits the perceiver's view; further, it may have the force
of a self-fulfilling prophesy (Snyder, et al., 1977; Wilmot,
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1975)_.

Another psychological_bias is the halo ef£ect, which

is lieniency through judgment, and was found to be statistically significant in two recent studies of work performance.
evaluations by Drory, et al.,

(1980} and Holzbach (1978).

Perceptions are altered when one feels threatened, or feels
a lack of trust, so that energy and attention are directed
toward defending oneself rather than toward the -message or
the task at hand (Gibb, 19611..

Another source of misunder-

standing identified by Laing, et al.,

(19661 is the use of

projection by one or the other person, i.e., "one experiences the perceptual world in terms of one's phantasy
(Laing, et al., 1966).
The very nature of perception accounts .for vast differences between people.

The implication is that the fewer

the differences, the more helpful the perceptions.

Accu-

racy refers here to tlie level of perceptual correspondence
betwe.eri conununication partners.

The .importance lies in

tfie eXterit to which perceptions correspond.
1·nterp~r·sonal

Laing, Phillipson

&

Relationships

Lee (1966 )_ theorized that ". • •

interpersonal systems can be seen as one of the determining
influences upon perceptual process and structure • • •

and

that human behavior is predominantly oriented toward-making,
maintaining and developing relations with others"

(p. 3 9} •

The dyadic relationship is viewed as a dynamic, ongoing
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process, which is continually mediated_by the experience
each person has of the other.

Based on this theory, a

person's experience is filled with his view· of hfrnself
(direct perspective) , and his view of the other (meta;perspective),and his view of the other's view of himself
(meta meta perspective} •

Further, "behavior even of itself

does not directly lead to experience.

It must be perceived

and interpreted according to some set of criteria" (p. 10}.
Research by Dymond (194 8) resulted in data generated
by married individuals who completed a questionnaire from

their own perspective and also predicted how his or her
spouse would respond.

The results indicated that happy

couples had more understanding of each other and were more
like each other in their self-descriptions than the unhappy
couples.
Wilmot (197 5) states;
The relational approach_ to studying dyadic pairs
is so new that the effects of each relational configuration for a pair • • • is still unknown.
In
general, however, re.lational satisfaction appears
to be enhanced by -more agreement, understanding,
realization, and feeling understood. Laing, Phillipson and Lee found, for example, that disturbed
marriages, when compared to non-disturbed IDarriages,
.manifest more disagreement and more misunderstanding
(p. 891.
.
In a dyad, differing interpretations disrupt communication.

There are no isolated individuals in a dyad

instead,

the two are acting upon one another in what Laing, et al.,
ll966)_ refers to as·:

12
• • • I'r]he ,spiral of reciprocal perspective (p. 23)_ •
in a system constantly sustained-by two agents and
comprising of nothing other than tlieir behavior
and e.xperience, action either 'internally' on se.lf
or outwardly througfi behavior on the other is the
medium for ef.fecting cha·nge or for negating change.
(p. 26)

Misunderstandings are reported to have a dissonant
effect on the people and the task at hand by Laing, et al.,
(1966).

When misunderstandings take place, the dyad becomes

inefficient; it, ''is often due to negative selection, where
there is avoidance of, or limited interaction between the
members over an issue • • • "

lLaing, et al., 196 6, p. 43).

· Dyadic· Re'lationships at Work
There is significant work involved in forming relationships of some intimacy, intensity and duration
son, 1978).

Relationships are dynamic, diverse

(Levin-

and complex.

The word 'relationship' implies that interchanges take place
over an extended period of time and with some degree of continuity, which well describes the regular interaction in a
place of work.

Each interaction is affected by interactions

in the past, and may affect interactions in the future.
Behaviors-, perceptions and thoughts about the self and the
other are confirmed or disconf ir.med in the communication
process CHinde, 1979; Laing, et al., 19.66; Wilmot, 1979).
Relationships emerge and develop as accompaniments to ongoing
activities which carry role expectations (Delia, 1980).
Levinson (_1970} states, "Every organization is a social
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system, a network of interpersonal relationships."

Within

that network, people are ·attracted to one another based on
real or assumed similarities such as background,

roles,

values, situations, communication styles (_Wilmot, 1975)
and proximity (_Waxer, 197 8) •
Work relationships are af.fected by the climate, which

is a ref.lection of the prevailing assumption about hmnan
behavior of the organization (Mccrosky, 1971}.

In a study

of high authenticity relationships· between superiors and
subordinates, subordinates were found to have greater
degrees of organizational commitment, job involvement, role
clarity, and satisfaction {Smircich, 1978).

Brown (1976)

postulated that similarity of values is so important in
superior-subordinate relationships, that if they are lacking,
the relationship deteriorates.

Argyris (1962) has studied

the hierarchial interpersonal systems within organizations
and found that the values of rationality and intellectual
clarity are encouraged, while the expression of feelings
is

discouraged.

This limitation in the kind of communication

valued may act to suppre.ss the development of work relationships which would allow a ,full understanding based on open
and direct styles.

In·particular, a lack of trust was found

to distort perception and inhibit communication behavior in
a way that is damaging to organizations CArgyris, 1966;
Mellinger, 19561.
Smircich and Chesser (.1981) hypothesized that differ-
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ing superior-subordinate perceptions regarding work pe.rf ormance would be dysfunctional.

Because prior research in

this area had been limited to shnple agreement or disagreement, they applied two levels of the Interpersonal Perception
Method

{_IPM)

(Laing, et al., 19.66} to analyze perceptions

on six dimensions: quality of work, quantity of work, dependability, ability to get along with others, initiative
on the job, and overall performance.

The superior-subordinate

pair rated these items on the direct perspective (the way
he perceived itl and on the metaperspective (_the way he
thought the other perceived it) and the two were compared
for a measure of understanding or misunderstanding.

The

entire group of subordinates perceived that their supervisors wouldrate them higher than they actually did.

The

authors concluded that research must go beyond the level of
agreement/disagreement and use all four possible comparisons
on the instrument in order to fully explore perceptions
within the superior-subordinate relationship.
Infante and Gordon Cl979) identified interpersonal perception as the foundation of superior-subordinate relationships at work.

Using secretaries and their superiors as

subjects, and the IPM method of comparing peceptions,
their investigation found that neither was able to accurately estimate how each was perceived by the other.

The

researchers speculated that perceptual inaccuracies should
have negative effects on interpersonal connnunication oecause those with inaccurate beliefs would be -more likely

15
to make inappropriate. assumptions about the expectations
of the other.

Although. they foresaw that more accuracy

could strengthen relationships, they suggested that it is
also possible that a negative effect could result from believing that one has a negative perception of the other.
They theorized that being perceived favorably by a superior
would confirm the self-worth of the employee, and, therefore,
should increase job satisfaction and performance.

Superiors,

as a group, underestimated how positively they were perceived
by their subordinates.

The superiors rated the subordinates

more favorably on seven of eight items when the superior
believed he or she was perceived favorably by the subordinate,
regardless of trait.
Perceptual accuracy as to what his superior expected
of him, and the extent of compliance to those expectations,
were found to be significantly related to job satisfaction
of tne subordinate and his work performance as rated by the
superior CGreen, 19721.

Close correspondence of perceptions

seems to facilitate communication.

Motivational theories are the underpinnings for performance appraisals.

The current state of these theories

was recently reviewed by Mitchell (19821.

Most current pa-

pers are focused on information processing or social-environmental explanations of motivation, rather than need-based
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approaches, or approaches that are concerned with. individual
differences.

Work on expectancy theory (desired and con-

tingent rewards should be tied closely to behaviorl, goal
setting (people work harder with goals than without them},
and eql.1ity theory (people are motivated by a desire for
fairness} are all considered information processing approaches.

Theories contributing to social cue and social

evaluation include focus on the job environment such as
operant conditioning or job enrichment.

Mitchell reported

that social scientists define motiviation as "the psychological processes that cause the arousal, direction and persistence of behavior" (_p. 811.

His composite definition of

.motivation is that it
• • • IBJecause the degree to which an individual wants
and chooses to engage in certain specified behaviors.
Different theories proposed different reasons, but
almost all of them emphasize an individual, intentional choice of behavior analysis (p. 80)_.
Another emphasis of arousal theories is that they are seen
as current and highly related to task enviromnent.

Mitchell

concluded that these theories do contribute to motivation.
Latham

,&

Wexley (19811 and Latham

&

Yukl (.1975) state

that goal setting theory is a concept indigenous to most, if
not all motivational theory.

Studies have repeatedly found

that individuals with specific hard goals which have been set
and/or aecepted by the worker result in higher performances
than people with easy goals or people who were simply trying
to do their best.

Added incentives improved performance
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only if the individual was committed to achieving specific,
hard goals.
Reinforcement theory is identified by Lathalll & Wexley
(1981) as important because, "Beahvior is in part a function
of its consequences"

Cp. l29).

A reinforcer is any behav-

ioral consequence that increases the frequency of a behavior.
However, if tlie reinforcement is not contingent on behavior,
then the behavior is not likely to increase.
Organizations base their use of the performance appraisal on the belief that well...a.eveloped performance appraisal
systems increase the likelihood that they will retain, motivate and promote their productive employees.

The heart of

the performance appraisal is the definition of effective
behavior through job analysis Ca thorough review of abilities and skills essential to job performance).

It is the

combination of performance feedback and the setting of specific goals based on this feedback, that enables the perfor.mance appraisal to fulfill its two most important .functions
It is on the basis of an

of motivation and development.
employee's motivation and

traini~g

that decisions are made

about that employee's retention, promotion, demotion, transfer, salary increases and ter.rnination lLatham .& Wexley,
1981}_.
Perception and

ju~gment

are exercised by managers, and

"the instrmnent is only as good as the people who use it"
{Latham

&

WeXley, 1981, p. 71}_.

It is a process of observing,
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recording and then communicatin9 the results to the subordinate.

Organizations try to reduce subjectivity through

training of managers in the interest of equity for their
employees lLatham

Wexley, 19811.

&

tions are just that.

However, human percep-

"No instrument, no 1llatter how carefully

developed, can guarantee valid results"

CHeneman & Schwab,

19821.

The purposes of performance appraisals are to motivate
employees, and to use as a basis for decisions about where the
person will go within the organization, or, indeed, if the
person will stay.

The two purposes are somewhat in conflict •

. "For example, the use of appraisals by superiors for judgment decisions almost certainly inhibits the subordinate's
openness with, and trust in, the supervisor which is so
necessary in using appraisals to aid development"
&

(Heneman

Schwab, 1981, p. 661.
The performance appraisal involves comparing actual

achievement against established objectives.

Although it

seems reasonable to expect that subordinates would like to
be measured on objective criteria, a study by Smith {1978)
found that subjects favored some subjective criteria.
Vroom (.1964}, Atkinson (1951) and McGregor ll966} considered employee behavior to be a function of personal and
enviromnental factors such as needs, incentives and expectations.

No matter what the assumptions regarding the basis

for behavior, fairness seemed to be an .important issue to
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all.

In a research project _by Landy, et al.,

(_197 8 )_:

Frequency of evaluation, identification of goals
to eliminate weakness, and supervisor knowledge 0£ a
subordinate's level of pertormance and job duties
were significantly relateCl to perceptions of fairness and accuracy of performance evaluation (p. 7511.
Smircich and Chesser Cl981} state
An awareness that has emerged from organizational
behavior research is that superiors' and subordinates'
perceptions can differ significantly. One issue on
which these differences has been marked is the level
of subordinate job performance. The implications of
these differences can be viewed as dysfunction • • •
Cand} differences may signal ineffective or incomplete
communications with suhsequen·t dissatisfaction with
the appraisal and reward process (p. 1981.

Several studies indicate that subordinate.s who are
more perceptually aware of their supervisor's work related
attitudes receive higher performance appraisals (Green,
1972).

A

recent study by Wexley, Alexander, Greenwalt &

Conch (1980) examined the relationship of actual similarity
and perceptual congruence with performance.

Congruence

between the manager's description of the subordinate and
the sub.ordinate's self description was significantly related to the manager's evaluation of the subordinate's performance appraisals.
In the interest of equity, and because current laws
interpret the perfonnance appraisal to be a test which must
meet the requirements of tne law, a great deal of interest
has been centered on the· development of behavioral scales
CHerieman

&

beflaviors.

Schwab, 19821 which are based on observable
However, Levinson (_197o1 states that because
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the supervisor is involved in a relationship with the
subordinate, subj.ecti vi ty will inevitably be a part of his
judgment.
Summary
The foregoing review of theory and research was designed to provide a frronework for the field study to follow.

It

is evident that perception is the foundation for connnunication
within relationships, and for judgment involved in the performance appraisal.
The previous review supports the idea that the more
-matching superior-subordinate perceptions, the greater the
field of shared meaning within the dyad.

Good conununication,

a good relationship and a good rating of employee overall
work performance :Oy the supervisor would seem to follow.
Conversely, by the very nature of the interdependencies of perception and tlie connnunication process within a
dyadic rel"ationship, it follows that the more mis-matching
perceptions, the higher the likelihood of a reduced field of
mutual experience.

A poor relationship would involve poor

communication and negative feelings, misunderstandings and
disagreements and the judgment of the superior regarding the
suoordinate's overall work performance would be influenced
by the lack of mutual perceptions.

In order to get a foothold into the highly complex
and interrelated cycle of human perception, communication
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and relationships, _it is necessary to break events down into
components which can be talked about and analyzed.

There-

fore, the following chapter will describe an attempt to
develop an instrument designed to allow such an analysis.

CHAPTER III
PERCEPTUAL .MEASUREMENT
The 'Interpersonal Perception Method (IPM)
The IPM is an instrmnent and a method developed by
Laing, Phillipson & Lee (19661 and can be used to examine
the interperceptions of people within a relationship.
The instrument developed in the present investigation,
though different in item content, measurement focus, and
empirical methodology, was I:mil t on the logic of interpersonal perceptual comparisons by Dymond (1949), and as
refined in the IPM.

Two individuals affirm or deny state-

ments on three levels (direct, metaperspective and metametaperspectivel, and then the pairs of responses are
compared, revealing conjunctions {matching perceptions)
and disjunctions (mis-matching perceptions).

For example,

individuals respond to the £allowing kinds of statements:
I £eel that • • •
A.
he respects me.
B.
I respect hnn.
C.
he respect himself.
D.
I respect myself.
He feels that • • •
E.
he respects me.
F.
I respect him.
G.
he respects himself.
H.
I respect myself.
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...

He thinks that I feel that
I.
he respects me.
J.
I respect h.im.
K.
he respects himself.
L.
I respect myself.
Individual responses to each
pared.

test statement are com-

The arrows in Figure I, below {numbered 1 - 6),

represent comparisons of perceptions between levels (the
direct perspective, the

metaperspective and the meta-meta-

perspective) which results in measures of agreement or
disagreeement, understanding or misunderstanding, realization
or lack of realization of the perceptions of the other, and
feelings of being understood or misunderstood.
FIGURE I
Direct
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Adapted from Wilmot (1979}; Grove & Hays (1978}
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predicts how the other would respond to the same issue.
At the realization level, each indicates the prediction
he thinks the other would make of his own direct response.

Figure II depicts an example of perceptual comparisons between two people.

Such comparisons at several per-

ceptual levels provide a look at how accurately members
of a pair can identify the other's perceptions.

Alperson

[19751 demonstrated the logical integrity of the IPM and
the inferences drawn from it regarding "agreement", "understanding"

and "realization".

Yes/No
Response

--N

Marie

N
R~alization

Level

Understanding Level

Failure to Realize

Understands

N
N

N
y

Adapted from Grove and Hays (1978).
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Yes/No
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Y
He would say he respects me N
He thinks I would say he
y
respects me

Marie

FIGURE II
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N
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y

~=

Scott

N
l.rt

Realizes

Misunderstands

I respect her
She would say I respect her
She thinks I would say I
respect her

Scott

CHAPTER TIT
INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

Developnent of the Superior-Sulx>rdinate Interpersonal Perception Method CSSIPM). occurred in several
stages:

(ll six phases 0£ issue reduction, including a

survey of personnel professionals;
issues;

l2) categorization of

(3) construction of issue format statements;

construction of the pilot test;
test; and,

(4)

(5) assembly of the pilot

(6) test response method and meaning.

Each of

the above phases of test development will be reviewed as
they occurred over a time period of seven months.
Phases of Item Reduction
A compilation of potential issues resulted from the
following resources:

(l} 299 were compiled based on the

researcher's review of the literature in the fields of communication, management and psychology, background reading
in books used as references for this thesis, observations
based on personal experiences, and a list of issues offered
for consideration by Dr. Theodore Grove, Department of Speech
Communication, Portland State University; and,(2) 60 from
the original

IPM.

(See Appendix A £or a complete

listing of possible issues, and phases of their exclusion.)
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The first reduction phase involved elimination of duplicate issues, all negatively stated issues, and issues with
negative connotatons, which accounted for 65 issues.
In the second phase, four issues judged as inappropriate to the work setting were discarded.
In phase number three, issues were deleted if they
were judged by Dr. Alan Cabelly, Dr. Theodore Grove, and
the researcher not to:

(.1).

elicit a common interpretation;

(2) elicit a minimal ambiguity;
tional issue;

(3) refer to a rela-

(4) be monotonic in item operating charac-

teristic; or,(S) be of relative importance.

Failure to

meet any of the foregoing criteria resulted in the elimination of the item in question.

This analysis reduced

the list by 156 issues.
In phase four, five issues also appearing on a per.formance appraisal form being used in this study were
eliminated.
Phase five consisted of eliminations based on a concensus between the researcher, Dr. Grove and Dr. Cabelly
on the relative importance of all remaining issues.

The

meeting was called by the researcher because of concern
regarding the length of the potential-issue-list.

The

next issue reduction phase involved asking personnel professionals to evaluate the issues.

Because of the time

which would be involved for each survey participant, a final
effort was made to scrutinize the issues.

This process
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narrowed the list by 15.
Phase six involved a survey of personnel professionals
which resulted in a reduction by 14 issues.

The survey

process will now be described.

Twenty-five personnel professionals were identified by
the president of The Portland Chapter of the Pacific Northwest Personnel Management Association as "experts" in that
field.

They were contacted by phone, the purpose of this

study was explained, and their cooperation in rating possible
test issues on relevance and understandability was requested.
Eighteen personnel professionals agreed to participate in
the survey; they were sent a letter and a survey.

Partici-

pants were asked to rate each. of 55 issues on a five point
scale on the basis of their professional experience.

Each

issue was rated for relevance to the superior-subordinate
work dyad and for understandability.

Twelve completed

surveys were returned, and 14 issues were removed from the
master list on the basis 0£ survey responses.
were deleted when rated as either :
respondents; or,

(1) poor by 70% of the

(2) were· not rated as excellent by 30% of

the respondents; or,

C3l did not receive a minimum mean

score of 3 out of 5 possible points.
and C for the letter and survey.
results}_.

Issues

(See Appendices B

See Table I for survey
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Issue

Cate~ory

Survey o"f Academic EXperts

Under consideration at this time was the idea that
issues could be divided

into content categories of dya-

dic communication, attitudes or work behaviors.

To

determine category placement a survey was developed
dix D1 •

(Appen-

The survey sought the expert opinions of nine

Portland State University professors from the academic
disciplines of communication, psychology, and business
administration.

A professor in each department secured the

cooperation of three appropriate specialists within his
department.

Results are compiled in Table II.

This content

analysis of the issues resulted in a disparity of issue
divisions, and it was subsequently decided not to divide
the issues into categories on the test.

The category

divisions would, however, be used for final test data
analysis.
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TABLE II
ISSUE CATEGORY SURVEY RESULTS

Category placement of 40 issues being considered for
inclusion on the plot study test as determined by nine
Portland State University professors from the academic
disciplines of speech communication, business administration
and psychology.

(11 issues}

ATT.ITUDES

89
89
87.5
78

1
2
3

40

75.5
67

4
5

14

62.5
62.5

6

6

28
29

50

7

6

44

8

1

18
27

9
11

23

38

respects me
is self confident
likes his work
has high personal work standards
is committed to his work
handles stress well
is satisfied with my work
is adaptable to changing
situations
takes responsibility for his
-mistakes
is honest with me
appreciates .my 'WOrk

DYADrc· COMMUN'ICAT'ION

89
89
89
89
89
89

1
1
1

87 .5

2

1
1

1

3
4
15
16
17
25
13

10
16
4
7
11

12

(16 issues l
is direct with me
communicates· logically with me
gives feedback to .me
connnunicates clearly with me
communicates openly with me
really listens to me
solicits ideas from me

-

35

78
75

3
4

22
24

67

5
6
6
7

10
21
26
30

56
56
50
50
50
44

7

33

7
8

34
23

IDRK BEHAVIOR

seeks information from me
keeps me informed about business
handles conflict well
seeks direction when needed
is candid with me
is fair with me
has realistic expectations of me
cooperates with me
is honest with me

5
9

(14 issues).

100
100
100
100

1
1
1
1

89

2

36
8

87.5
87.5
87.5

3
3

12

3

32

78
75
75

4
5
5

67

6

62.5
44

7
8

39
1
2
20
31

7
19
35
5

37

plans effectively
uses his time well
is productive
makes effective decisions
is accurate in his work
is capable
is competent
knows what is expected of him
at work
has a high aptitude for his work
is well organized
is well qUalified £or his job
learns quickly
is observant
is helpful

8
14
3
2
6
15
1
13

36

Construction of For.mat Statements
The original IPM {Laing, et al., 1966) utilized a
statement

format which was problematic.

Issues which \\ere

relevant on an interpersonal level were often nonsensical on
an intra.personal level.

Therefore, the intra.personal aspect

of the format, comprising 50% of the IPM was discarded for
the SSIPM, so that all issues made sense interpersonally.
A new structure was devised and the intra.personal aspect

was replaced by a salience {relevant and important) aspect
for all test issues.

For example, what \\Uuld have been • •

"I feel that • • •
A.
he is honest with me
B.
I am honest with him
c. he is honest with himself
D.
I am honest with myself ",
became •
"I feel that • • •
he is honest with
A.
I am honest with him
B.
c. he highly values honesty
I highly value honesty."
D.
The new statements added a new dimension:
ual's value system.

the individ-

These statements would tap the respond-

ent's views on the felt .importance of an issue.

The

instrument would produce not only a measure of perceptual
correspondence on issues, but on felt importance of each
issue as well.

Pronoun gender was written into all state-

ments to generate two forms of the test - one appropriate
for respondents with female partners and one appropriate
for respondents with male partners.
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Assembly of the Pilot Test
The pilot form of the SSIPM was comprised of 40 issues
which were assigned

test item n-wn.Oero using a random number

table (Rand Corporation, 1955) •

The pilot form of the SSIPM

(Appendix E) was titled "Supervisor-Subordinate" rather
than "Superior-Subordinate" in an effort to avoid offending
anyone with the word

"superior."

Test Respo:n:se Method and Meaning
Perceptual responses to test items consisted of a
forced choice method which required participants to accept
or reject the issue statement by responding "yes" or "no".
Responses were recorded by filling the appropriate space
on a previously developed answer page for OPSCAN processing.
Each of the 40 issues involved four statements which were
repeated three tiltles.

'For example

I £eel that • • •
A.
he is competent
B.
I am competent
C.
he highly values competence
D.
I highly value competence
He feels that • • •
E.
he is competent
F.
I am competent
G.
he highly values competence
H.
I highly value competence
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I.
he is competent
J.
I am competent
K.
he highly -values competence
L.
I highly value competence
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As shown above, test participants responded to the
statements at three levels: the direct; the understanding;
and the realization.

At the direct level {I feel that • • • ),

each person affirms or denies the statements from his/her
perspective.

At the understanding level (he feels that • •

.), each predicts how the other will respond to the same
tatements.

At the realization level {he thinks that I feel

hat • • • ) , each predicts what his partner will respond rearding his feelings (he thinks that I think that he feels
hat • • • ) •

CHAPTER V
METHODS
The purpose of this re.search was to develop relevant
understandable issues to be used in -measuring perceptions of
superior-subordinate pairs regarding those issues, and subsequently to determine if a statistical relationship existed
between the correspondence of thos·e perceptions and the
superior's rating on tfle sub.ordinate's performance appraisal.
Perceptual responses to test items were obtained from superior-subordinate work dyads, and the correspondence of
perceptions was calculated to determine the degree of perceptual 11latching.
overview·
The methods and procedures utilized in this study
were as £allows:

(1) instrument development (Chapter IV) ;

(2) a pilot study involving data analysis and issue selection (Chapter VI;

(3) administration of the £inal test and

tlie performance appraisal (Chapter VI) ; and,

( 4) analysis

of results (Chapter VII) •
The CSSIPM) test issue selection involved several
stages.

The initial form of the SSIPM consisted of 40 items

and was implemented in a pilot study which included item
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analysis and reliability studies.
total scores were analyzed.

Individual test items and

The final study provided data

to assess the relationship of the dyadic perceptions with
an external measure, the performance appraisal.
A total of 63 superior-subordinate pairs participated
in this investigation in the pilot and final studies.
Their responses to a personal data inventory (Appendix Hl
allowed sample description by age, occupation, years in
present position, years working together, their perception of
how others would rate their relationship with. their test
partner, educational level

and job satisfaction.

Test results were scored using the Fortran

r:v program

IPALION {_Grove & Hays, 1978}, and the subprograms "Reliability" and "Pearson Corr" from the S"tati·stical P'a·ckage fbr
the Social Sciences
as SPSS.

(Nie, et al., 19811, commonly known

A Honeywell 6640 computing system at Portland

State University was used in processing all data.
p·i1ot study
The purpose of the pilot study was to deter.mine test
item analysis.

The pilot test, consisting of 40 test items,

was administered to volunteer superi.or-subordinate co-workers

in order to generate data for statistical analysis.
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Human Subjects Rese.arch. Review
An application for a res·earch_ review was .made to the

Portland State University Human

Sub.jeci:s Research Review

Conunittee. The study purpose and procedures were set forth.,
and a copy of the proposed "Informed Consent" form for subjects was provided (Appendix Fl.

The researcher was noti-

fied by letter that the committee was satisfied with
provisions for protecting the rights and velfare of all
subjects, and the project was approved (Appendix Gl.
subjects
A total of 18 superior-surordinate pairs volunteered
to take both the test and the retest two weeks apart.

Four-

teen dyads actually completed the £irst test; eleven dyads
completed both tests.

All participants met the criteria

of having worked together for one year or more.

Nine test

pairs were ·employed at a Portland area hospital; two pairs
were employed at a local law firm.

Confidentiality was

. guaranteed and systematically maintained through coding of
test, personal data forms and performance appraisal forms.
All subjects responded to the Personal Data Inventory
(adapted £rom Roach & Hays, 19771, which served to describe
the responding population lAppendix H) •

Suoordinates

ranged in age £rom 20 to 60+, with the largest group (_36%1
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Eight out of eleven

reported as between 20-29 years of age.

subjects reported their occupations as follows; legal secretary, R.N.

(.2), respiratory therapist, administrative assis-

tant, housekeeping aide, radiology assistant, medical
secretary, business office representative

and shift manager.

The mean number of years in the present position was 5.5
years (_one subject reported working in the same position for
25 years}, while the average number of years working with
the test partner was reported to be 2.9 years.

Most subor-

dinates (_55%)_ responded that others would rate their
relationship with their superior as "good."

More

(.45%}

had some college, and most (55%} registered their job satisfaction level as "very satisfied".
The group of superiors ranged in age between 20 and 49,
with the largest number (_64.%} being between 30-39.
11 respondents listed their occupations as £ollows:

Four. of
R.N.,

business o£fice manager, respiratory therapist and attorney.
superiors reported 3.8 years as the average number of years
in their present position, and 3.2 as the number of years
having worked with their test partner.

Most superiors pre-

dieted that others would rate their relationship with. their
test partner as "excellent."

Some college was reported as

the average educational level

C55%1.

More superiors (45%)

marked their job satisfaction level as "very· satisfied".
Procedures
The personnel manager at a local hospital was contact-
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ed, the research project was explained, and the request to
seek volunteer subjects from within the ranks of the hospital staff was made.

Copies of the "recruitment" letter,

pilot SSIPM, test instructions, computer answer forms, and
the informed consent form (Appendices

E, I, J, K, L) were

taken by the personnel manager to an administrative council
meeting where it was decided that hospital employees could
participate if they so desired.

The hospital allowed em-

ployees to complete the test during work hours in return for
an agreement to provide a report of general pilot study results.
The personnel manager circulated the "recruitment"
letter and collected the first names of volunteer superiorsubordinate pairs.

Test packets were prepared with_ the

appropriate test form (male partner or female partner)_ and
delivered to the hospital on the appointed day.

Partici-

pants completed the forms, sealed them in the envelope
provided, and delivered them to a hospital secretary.

Three

days later, the test packets were collected by the researcher.

The process was repeated in two weeks for the retest.
In the- case of the participating law firm, test pack-

ets- were delivered and collected from each individual by
the res·ea:rcher.
Participant test packets included a "Dear Participant"
letter which contained instructions for taking the pilot form
of the SSIPM, a consent form, a test, an answer page, and,
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for superiors, a performance appraisal form.

The per-

formance appraisal was superf lous to the purpose of the
pilot study, which was to determine the reliability of SSIPM
test items by statistical analysis.
Data

Anal~is

and Test Item Selection

All data analyses involved in this research were conducted with. the assistance of various subprograms from
Statistical Package for the.Social sc·iences

(Nie, et al.,

1981), and processed on the Honeywell 6640 computer.

The

data base consisted of responses which were processed by an
optical scan program which converted data to punched cards
for processing by IPALION.

IPALION, a FORTRAN IV computer

program,was developed by Grove & Hays (1978) to score the
original IPM and was used to score the pilot and final forms
of the SSIPM.

This was possible because the original

response matching framework has remained the same.

The

scoring process compares and matches partner's perceptions
reported for each item on the test, and computes summary
scores and a record of the outcome for every set of compared perceptions.

Through this process, IPALION adds to

the information gleaned from the original IPM method of
testing perceptions of an issue between people.
for each test item ranges from 0-20;

The score

thus, a 40 item test

score indicating perfectly matching perceptions on the
SSIPM would be 800.

Test item matching scores and overall
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scale scores provided the data base for statistical analyses •
Reliability Study
IPALION output produced item, scale, and summary
scores which were entered into data files for processing
by the subprograms "Reliaoility" and "Pearson Corr" in the
Statistical Package for· the Soc·ia·1 Sciences (SPSS) •

The

first test resulted in a Cronoacfi's Alpha of +.91960; the
retest produced a Cronbach's Alpha of +.68440.

The retest

alpha was computed on the basis of 36 test items because four
items (No's 13, 19, 29, and 39}_ lacked variability, and
were excluded from the subprogram computation.

Those four

items had received perfect scores of 20 by the entire sample, an outcome which may not be altogether unlikely given
the sample size of 11 dyads.

The test-retest reliability

analysis produced a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of +.8443.
rtem Analysis
Item analysis proceeded through inspection of each
column in Taole III, which displays the results of the
subprograms "Reliability'' and "Pearson Corr".

Refer to

Appe.ndix E for the pilot study form of the SSIP.M.
A revie.w of Column No. 1, "Test, Retest Item Correlations·", resulted in removal of the items which correlated
negatively on the. test-re.test.

These included items No. 1,
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3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18t 21, 23, 24, 25, 30, 32, 34,·
37 and 38.

Inspection of Column No. 2, "Corrected Item/Total

Correlations: Test," resulted in the elimination of item
No. 13, which had a negative item/total correlation.

A

survey of Coltnnn No. 3, "Corrected Item Total Correlations:
Retest", resulted in the elimination of items No. 20 and 22,
which. produced negative item/total correlations.

Columns 4,

5, and 6, "Attitudes, Communication, and Work Behavior", present the results of a survey reported earlier in this study,
where nine experts from the academic disciplines of psychology,
business management, and communication analyzed all issues
and placed them in one of the three categories.

Of the

survey issues only one did not result in at least more than
50% agreement from this content analysis.
No. 33, was eliminated.

That issue, item

Column No. 7, "Inter-Item Correla-

tion Matrix - Negative", served as a basis for computing
the number of negative correlations removed through these
item

analysis procedures.

The 24 items rejected in this

process accounted for 195 (68%)_ of the original 271 negative
inter-item correlations in the 40 item correlation matrix
(780 total correlations)_.

The surviving 16 items registered test-retest reliability coefficients ranging (Column l} from +.6716 to
+.0224, with an average reliability coefficient of +.2056.
The SSIPM in the final form may be viewed in Appendix M.
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TABLE III
PILOT TEST DATA ANALYSIS
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CHAPTER VI
FINAL srUDY

Hypothesis
This hypothesis will be tested in the final study:
The number of conjunctions (.matching perceptions)
in the superior-subordinate work dyad will covary
with the superior's rating of the subordinate's overall performance.

Several performance appraisal instruments used in
various local organizations were reviewed by the researcher.

This survey, and discussions with Dr. Alan Cabelly,

Department of Business Management, Portland State University, led to the decision, with thesis conunittee approval, that
using a variety of performance appraisal instruments would
not be practical.

Recent research by Smircich & Chesser

(1981} used six dimensions of performance to study perceptions between superiors and sub.ordinates.

Those six aspects

of performance were adopted as the performance appraisal
instrument for this study, and are as follows:

quality of

worki quantity of work, dependability; ability to get along
with others; initiative on the joo; and overall performance
{_Sims

&

Szilagyi, 1975)..

Superiors rated their suoordinate
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test partner on each aspect using a scale from 1 - 5; 1 being
poor, and 5 being excellent.
Appendix

The ,form-may be viewed in

N.

Scoring of the performance appraisal forms was accomplished by hand computation, and resulted in a percent score.
On the five-point scale, zero was assigned for il and 100
points were assigned for j5.
.#3 = 50%, .i4

=

75%, JS

=

100%.

Therefore, il

=

O, #2

The six responses

=

25%,

we~e

. graded and then averaged for the performance appraisal
score.

See Table IV and V for performance appraisal

results.
npel:"a tic>na:l-

Definit~ohs

The performance appraisal is an instrument designed to
measure and record the individual's work performance.

Design

of the performance appraisal begins with an analysis of job
objectives and skills essential to the work.

The design

goals are for instrmnent validity, so that there is high
correspondence between the

workers~·

actual contributions

and their measured contributions {_Heneman & Schwab, 1982).
The Superior-subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method tSSIPMl is an instrument which results in measures
of agreement/disagreement, understanding/misunderstanding,
feelings of being understood/misunderstood, and realization
or failure of realization within a dyadic relationship by
comparing perceptions across levels (direct, metaperspective
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and meta-metaperspectivel.

Conjunctions (Jnatching percep-

tions) and disjunctions C:mis--matching perceptions} result
in scores which are analyzed to give measures 0£ the above.
subjects·
A total of 52 superior-subordinate work dyads participated in the final study.

All subjects were volunteers

from either public or private places of employment.
Most superiors reported being between 3·0-49 years of
age

{_73% l,

but ranged in age from 20-60+.

The average

number of years that superiors reportedly served in their
position was 5.7 years, and the mean number of years reported
for working with their test partner was 3.9.

As a group.

:more superiors judged that friends who know would rate their
relationship with their subordinate as excellent
good

(_40%1.

{50%}

or

All superiors finished high school, a few

held a doctorate or other professional degree
(31%1 reported having a master's degree.

(4%},

and more

More superiors

:marked their job satisfaction level as "very satisfied"
(45%1.

Subordinates in this study were mostly between
years of age

{_75%).

20-39

The mean number of years reported for

I

having worked in that position was 3.6, and the average
nmnber of years having worked with. the superior test-partner
was 3.7.

Subordinates ra:nged in educational level from "did

not finish high school",

C.4%) ,

to holding a master's degree
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(2%1, with the largest portion of the group reporting "some

college" (44%).

Most subordinates predicted that friends

would judge their relationship with their supervisor as
"excellent" (_56%) •

The largest m.nnber of sunordinates

reported that they were "satisfied" (37%) with their job.
For a complete breakdown 0£ personal data from pu15lic
and private sector superior-subordinate subjects, including occupations, see Appendix R

and

s.

Several contact persons witflin local organizations
were identified through the survey of personnel professionals described previously.

Other personnel lllanagers

were suggested by Dr. Alan Cabelly, or were persons known
by the researcher.

Generally, phone contact was made, the

research was briefly de.scribed, the need for subjects was
made known, and an appointment was requested.

Personal

appointments concluded with a decision regarding participation, or an explanation of the decision-making process
within the organization.

Follow-up appointments were ar-

ranged with two managers; others dealt with the request
within the organization, and notified the researcher by
phone regarding the decision.

Fourteen organizations were

approached, and eleven (79%) agreed to cooperate to some
degree.

Three publicly funded organizations participated,
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supplying 50 superior-sub.ordinate pairs as volunteer subjects.

Eight private organizations participated, providing

52 superior-subordinate pairs who were willing to participate
as subjects.

Generally, there was reluctance to participate

on the part of private organizations for the stated reason
of economic hardship.

Therefore, Eany private organizations

were involved minimally.

All participating organizations

were promised a written summary of study results.
With organizational approval,

"r~cruitment"

letters

(Appendix Ol were sent to possible superior-subordinate
pairs identified by the personnel manager or an appointed
assistant.

Two organizations preferred to bypass the "re-

cruitment" letter phase, and simply requested that the
researcher deliver a specified number of test packets
on the appointed day;

the agreement being that they would

try to give them out to willi!lg participants.

The recruit-

ment letter requested that volunteer participants submit
their names as pairs to a person in the organization, and
it als·o specified the dates £or the test period.

There was

a one. week time period allowed for subjects to receive,
respond to and return their test packets.

Other procedures

were identical to those used in the pilot study, and included test-taking directions in the form of a "Dear Pa·rticipant"
letter (Appendix P and Ql.

See Table VI

for a breakdown

of the distri:Oution and return of test packets within organizati.ons.
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TABLE. VI
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CHAPTER VIr
RESULTS
The following presentation of results of the final
study involve reports of :

(1) reliability of the SSIP.M;

(2)

mean scores on the SSIP.M items;

(4)

the global interpretation;

and,

(3)

test of hypothesis;

(51 the role interpretation;

(6) the issue interpretation.
Reliability of the SSIPM
The SSIPM produced a Cronbach's Alpha of +.76189 as a

measure of internal consistency.

Analysis of the corrected

item/total correlation coefficients showed that four of the
test items registered negative correlations.

Only two of

the positive 12 items exhibited correlations of less than

+.40.

Coefficients ranged from +.25466 to +.79002, with an

average positive reliability coefficient of +.53975.

The

corrected item/total correlations produced by the SSIP.M

in the final study are listed in Table VII.
Inspection of the inter-item correlation matrix showed
that a total of 27 negative correlations (23%) were computed out of a possible total of 136.
Test

ot

Hypothesis

The hypothesis was corroborated by this investigation.
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TABLE VII

CORRECTED

ITEM~TOTAL

CORRELATIONS

SSIPM RELIABILITY
Variable

Item No. 1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16"

Corrected Item-Total
· Cbrre.lations
.45096
.58453
.34175
.57962
.40725
.25466
.51909
- .10418
.65148
- .17814
.69614
• 49_7 ll
.79002
.70466
- .35380
- .32820

Reliability Coeff.icients
Alpha= +.74187
Standardized Item alpha

= +.76189
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TABLE VIII
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND ITEM
MEAN SCORES

N=52

Variable
Performance Appraisal
Item No. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mean
Scores

82.8077
18.1923
18. 9231
18.5385
18.5577
15.2885
19.1923
17. 692 3
16.0192
18.5000
16.2500
17.8462
17.7500
17 .9231
19..7692
18.1346
17.6538

Standard
Deviation

3.3139
2 .5193
2.3884
2. 94 00
3.9325
2.2927
3.6758
4.3227
11.0764
4.7522
7.2094
7.1425
6.0968
7 .5812
3 .9009
4 .1106
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Statistical analysis did not indicate a strong re.lationship,
but did confirm a dire.ct and significant positive relationship between the performance appraisal scores and the SSIPM
score.s.

The 55IP.M performance appraisal

correlat.ion co-

efficient was +.2779_ with a s·igni£icance of .046.

The SSIPM

scores and the performance appraisal scores covary as hypothesized.
The Global Interpretation
There was an overall pattern of a positive relationship between the performance appraisals and several variables.

There were no negative correlations across a broad

range of indicators, including:

communication issues;

attitude issues; work behavior issues; levels of understanding and realization between partners; the total number
of matching perceptions; perceptions of the issue content
and issue salience; and, the number of individual accurate
perceptions of one's co-worker .made by superiors and subordinates.

Coefficients resulting from the correlation of

performance apprais.al scores and 10 other variables are
reporte.d in Tahle

~

The Role Interpretation
The total suoordinate perceptual correspondence
LSS-IPM test scores}_ and the performance appraisal scores
produced a positive correlation of +.3068, achieving significance at the .013 level.

The total superior pe·r-
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ceptual correspondence. lSSIP.M test scores l_ and

~rf on;nance

appraisal scores produced a slightly· lower positive correlation of +.2737, achi"eving significance at the .0.25
level·.
Response Level Ihter12retation
Three perceptual levels of conjunctions were analyzed for relational correspondence.

A positive signifi-

cant correlation of +.3014 was found between the understanding level of superiors and subordinates and the performance appraisal scores.

The· understanding level

results from comparing the direct perspective and the metaperspective lsee page 231 and involved each test partner
predicting how the other would respond to the same statement.
The correspondence of perceptions at the realization level apparently had a weaker relationship to the
performance appraisal process, as it registered a low
correlation of +.1814, which did not achieve statistical
significance.

Scores for the realization level result

from comparing the metaperspective and the meta-metaperspecti ve lsee page 231.

The outcome was determined .by

comparing each party's realization response

wit~

the

other's understanding response.
Each person's realization re.sponses were compared with
his own direct responses, giving a measure of the extent to
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which that person· ·:feeds_ understood.

Feelings of be.ing

understood, wfien correlated witfi_ tfie performance appraisal,
produced a positive correlation of +.22.
Tssue Cate9ory ·rnterpretation
As previously described, test issues were divided
into the categories of connnunication, attitude, or work
behavior through a content analysis by experts.

Table XII

indicates the categorization of issues on the SSIPM.

In

an effort to determine which category of issues might have
the strongest relationship with. the performance appraisal,
the disparate numbers of issues in each category were divided _by the total number of items to achieve an equal weighting of each category.

Two categories resulted in a sig-

nificant, positive correlation with the performance
ap:p.raisal score.s.

The correlations produced were strongest

with the work issues at +.3008, P = .015, followed by the
communication issues at +.23.14, P == _.049.

The attitude

category also produced a low, positive correlation of +.2217
narrowly .missing the significant level at P == _.057.
rs·s:ue Interp,reta ti on
Each_ individual test item was associated with. the performance. appraisal for every dyad as reported in Table XL
Test item No. 1 lis qualified for his job} and No. 13 (is
observantl correlations reached significance at the .040
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level, registering coe.fficients of +.2860 and +.2864, respectively.

No other individual item correlated with the

performance appraisal significantly; positive correlation
coefficients ranged from +.0382 to +.2502.
and 16 produced low, negative correlations.

Items No. 6
Except for two,

the test items as a whole were weakly b.ut positively related
to the performance appraisals.
The two-part nature of the SSIP.M statement £or.mat has
to do with. the content of the issue in the first two statements, and the importance of the issue in the last two
statements.

An example is:

". • •
•
• • •
• • •

he handles conflict -well
I handle conflict well
he highly values handling conflict well
I highly value handling conflict well."

A correlation coef.fi.cient for issue content with the

performance appraisal of +.1829 was obtained, which lacked
significance at the .OS level.

The correlation between

correspondence of issue salience and the performance appraisal was +.29_9.l, signi£i.cant at the .016 level.

TABLE

IX

SSIPM ISSUE CATEGORIES

COMMUNICATION' ISSUES

Test Item No. 5
9

handles conflict "tEll
is candid with me

. ATTTTUDE. ISSUES

4
7
10
11
12
16

bas high personal v.iork standards
is committed to his lNOrk
is self confident
is satisfied with my work
is adaptble to changing situations
likes his work
·

IDRK BEHAVIOR ISSUES

1
2
3
6
8
13
14
15

is well qualified for his job
is capable.
is accurate in his w::>rk.
is competent
uses his time ~11
is observant
makes effective dee is ions
basa high. aptitude £or his work
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TABLE X
TEN VARIABLE/PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL PEARSON
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
VARIABLES
CORRELATED

CORRELATION
COEFFIC !ENT

PROBAB.IL ITY

Issue Category
Inte·rp.retati'on
Test· of H~othe:sis:
Total con)unctions on all issues
with *PA

.2779

• 04 6

Issue Categ·ory Interpretation:
Total conjunctions from all levels
of response for all communication
items (item #5 and #9) with PA
.2314

• 0.4 9

Total conjunctions from all levels
of response £or all attitude items
(items #4, 7, 10, 11, 12 & 161 with.
PA
.2217

• 057

Total conjunctions £ram all
levels of response for all work
behavior items (items #1, 2, 3,
6, 8, 13, 14 & 151 with PA

.3008

.015

Understanding level responses
across all issues with PA

.3014

.015

Realization level responses
across all issues with PA

.1814

.099

.1829

.097

Re·sponse L·eveT Tnterpr·etation:

Feelings of understanding
responses across all issues
with PA
Issue· Interpretation:
Issue content of all issues
with PA

Table X

(continued).

VARIABLES
CORRELATED
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CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT

PROBABILITY

Issue salience of all issues
.2991

.016

Total supervisors' conjunctions
on all levels with PA

.2737

.025

Subordinates' conjunctions on
all levels with PA

• 30·6 8

.013

with PA
Role Interpretation:

*

PA

=

Performance Appraisal Score

Note: The "G loba 1 Interpretation" on page
of the above correlation coefficients.

includes all
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TABLE -XI
INDIVIDUAL 'fEST ITEMS. & PERFORMANCE
APPRAISAL COEF.FICmNTS.

·Variable

PA/Item corr.

Probabil'ity

PA

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16

.2860
.2437
•. 0382
.1241
.1234
-.0988
.0046
.9987
.2502
.0458
.2370
.1610
.2864
.2473
•. 0950
-. 0777

.040
.082
.788
.381
.383
.486
.974
.951
.074
.747
.091
.254
• 040
• 077
.053
.584

CHAPTER VITI
DISCUSSION
The results of this study support the hypothesis
that the performance appraisal process is positively related
to the number of matching perceptions between supervisorsubordinate work dyads.

The present study £inds that there

is a direct and significant relationship between the performance appraisal .and the degree of accuracy in interpersonal perceptions.

Findings suggest that when the superior

and subordinate achieve a more closely shared field of meaning, the performance appraisal of the subordinate is higher.
Conversely, when perceptions do not closely correspond,
superiors rate their subordinate's performance less favorafil.y indicating that a lack of closely corresponding perceptions is dysfunctional.
The SSIPM total score is based on the number of matching perceptions across all issues and levels.

The hypothesis

confirmed in the present investigation did not deal with the
relative importance of the .four levels {_agreement/disagreement, understanding/misunderstanding, realization/lack of
realization, feelings ·of understanding/lack of understandingl;
rather, it predicted that the sum total of matching perceptions would covary with the performance appraisal.

The
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results suggest that subordinates ltlay bene_fit from working
at communication which_ increase.s- the .field of perceptual
correspondence with. their superior.

Superiors. should be

aware that a field of closely corresponding perceptions
is related to their judgment of the subordinate's performance.

These findings account for only about 9% of the

relationships involved with_ the performance appraisal.
Findings do not rule out the possibility that performance
is rated more highly because it is actually better when
perceptions between superiors and subordinates correlate
more closely.

However, cause and effect are not investi-

gated here.
Item analysis suggests several important features of
the SSIPM.

Reliability as indicated by Cronbach's Alpha

was moderately high. at +.7619, lending credibility to the
internal consistency of the measure, but leaving room for
improvement.

Item discrimination based on corrected item

total correlations shows four negative correlations which
constitute extraneous "noise" within the instrument.
The categories of communication and work behavior
were positively and signi£icantly related to the performance appraisal.

The strongest relationship was with work

:Oefiaviors, suggesting that whe·ri superiors are judging a
subordinate's work performance, those issues are more highly
related than other issues considered here.

Study results

indicate that it is most important to attain perceptual
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accuracy on work issues.

In particular, perceptions about

being qualified for one's job and on :being observant are
important.

Those two test items, when correlated independ-

ently, were found to be signi.ficantly and positively related
to tfie performance appraisal.

In view of these results,

subordinates might benefit from clearly communicating about
the work issues on this test, and, specifically, about their
obse.rvational abililitie.s and their qualifications for their
job.
The two items categorized as communication issues on
the SSIPM were "is candid" and "handles conflict well", so
it would behoove subordinates to practice those.

However,

subordinates would first need to ascertain what their superior perceives as desirable about those issues.

Superiors

should be aware that a relationship exists between those
issues and their judgment of the subordinate's performance.
According to other findings-, the perceptual level of
understanding between superiors and subordinates is significantly and positively related to the performance appraisal
process.

Open and clear communication would facilitate

closely correspondi-!lg perceptions, while poor and/or defensive canununication would create a confused perceptual
basis.

This study indicates that misunderstandings would

be an obstacle to close.ly related perceptions and an ob-

stacle to open communication.

The level of feeling under-

stood also corre.lated positively with the performance
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appraisal, which can be interpreted as the :understanding
levels are.

The less direct and more difficult to attain

level of realization did not correlate significantly with

the performance appraisal; perhaps it can

be inferred that

ignorance is truly bliss.
A positive significant correlation of +.2991 found
between the perceptual correspondence of issue salience
(_the relevance and importance of an issue) and the
performance appraisal indicates that accurate predictions
about how one's co-\\Urker values an issue are important.
The assumption behind the SSIPM interpersonal statements
regarding how one values an issue, was that values are so
fundamentally a part of behavioral tendencies, that they
operate in every sphere, including, of course, the work
place.

Perceptions about values are intended to be tapped

in issue salience.

The findings suggest that superiors and

subordinates with_ closely corre.sponding perceptions about
how tfie other values an issue

will have a better relation-

ship.
Superior's and subordinate's separate perceptual conjunctions across all issues and levels correspond to the
performance appraisal at about the same level,

suggesting

that ne.ither role provides a perceptual "edge" in the perceptual process.
Between the performance appraisal and elements being
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judged by the superior, there are several factors in this
study which_ are. ·related to that process.

Within each.

\

superior-subordinate relationship there will be individual
differences, but the patterns found in this study indicate
that matching perceptions or a lack of them are positively
and significantly related to the performance appraisal.
A multitude of factors not named or studied here, no
doubt, are a part of the very complex perceptual process.
Among the possibilities is the ideal of the rational manager:

that performance appraisals predominantly involve a

clear and simple process of observing and recording work
behaviors without a significant influence of perceptions
about other relational issues entering into the process.
However, the present investigation supports the theory that
the meaning of behavior and experience is mediated through
a dynamic perceptual process which is related to the judgment of one individual by another.

CHAPTER IX

LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
rssue Category survey of Academic Experts
This section is designed to ooserve the limitations
involved in this study, as well as to offer suggestions
for their rectification.
reliability;

Areas to be covered include:

the performance appraisal;

methods and proceduresi

test

sampling technique;

and conclusion.

The categories of dyadic communication, attitudes and
work behaviors are not :mutually exclusive, nor is the issue
list exhaustive for those categories.
study are limited in that way.

The- results of tlie

The remedy for the problem

would be compilation of an exhaustive list of mutually
exclusive issues.

However, I

am not sure if that is possible.

Test Rel-iability
The internal .consistency of the SSIPM was moderately
high, and may be improved by elimination of the four items
registering negative correlations and/or experimental inclusion of different issues on the test.
a beginning.

This test is just

Once a high level of reliability is attained,

validity sh.ould be measured.
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P'erforma·nce. Appraisal
The performance appraisal used in this study is of a

very general nature, _and served as an external measure of
reality.

While the SSIPM is a self-report method, the

performance appraisal involved one respondent reporting on
a partner.

It would 0e more useful to determine the cor-

respondence of relational perceptions with a specific, valid
and standardized performance appraisal Cif such a thing
exists}.

Sampling Technique
The method used in this study did not involve a random

sample, and therefore, results may involve a volunteer
effect.

A random sample would more accurately reflect the

universal population of superior-subordinate work. dyads.
Ideally, several cooperating organizations would be committed
to a research. effort and responses to questionnaires would
be a part of an individualts job were he drawn as a subject.
In order to achieve such a level of organizational cooperation, it would be necessary to offer results that would be
bene.ficial to the organization as a whole, while at the
same time protecting confidentiality on an individual basis.
In addition, it would be informative to sample from groups
of superiors and subordinates· who, by so.me other .measure,
were divided into a_ group containing people with positive
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working relationships, and a_ group containing co-workers
who we.re having difficulty with their interpe.rsonal re.lationships.

The SSIPM involves a cumbersome test method.

Respond-

ing to four statements three times from three different
perspectives is a tiresome procedure.

However, in order to

glean information of depth regarding perceptions, there
do not appear to be many alternatives.

One possibility is

to divide the test into three sections, and ask participants to respond to all statements in a section from a
certain perspective.

For example, from their own perspec-

tive in the first section, from their partner's perspective
in the second section, and from what they think their partner thinks that they think in tlie third section.

That,

too, seems cumbersome, but would perhaps make responding
to the s·tatements easier in that continually shifting perspective.s would not be necessary.
The procedure for giving test instructions in this
study was limited to a letter to the participant.

In view

of the high number of incomple.te, inaccurately completed,
and unreturned tests, it seems advisable to provide verbal
instructions accompanied.by an opportunity to ask questions,
as well as written instructions.

CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION
The development of the SSIPM represents an effort to
measure the correspondence of dyadic perceptions; the final
study represents an effort to learn how those superiorsubordinate perceptions relate to the performance appraisal.
The moderately high. Cronbach's Alpha produced by the realiability analysis suggests that the instrument has merit.
The significant positive relationship established between
the SSIPM and the performance appraisal proves that,
indeed, there is merit to the idea that perceptions between
co-workers are related to how one judges the performance of
another.

The information here represents but a tiny part

of a much larger whole, and the writer is hopeful that it
will be useful in further investigations.
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APPENDIX

A

This list of 299 possible test issues was reduced
to 40 for the pilot study. The phase in which an issue
was eliminated is indicated by numbers to the left of the
listing. The various phases consist of elimination based
on any one of the following:
(ll duplicates or negatives;
(2) inappropriate to the "WOrk setting; (3} did· not elicit a
common interpretation, or minimal ambiguity, or refer to a
relational issue, or to be monotonic in nature, or to be
of relative ;importance; (4) also appeared on the performance appraisal instrument; (5} final committee scrutiny
on relative importance; (6) results of evaluations on understandability and relevancy by personnel professionals.
The issues which appeared on the pilot study test are marked
by a plus sign to the right of the listing, issues used in
the final test are designated with an asterisk.
4
1
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
5
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3

ability to get along with others
absenteeism
accessible
accepting of others
accurate in work *
accepting
accepts organizational goals
accepts supervision
accommodating
achievement
adaptable *
administration
advancement
advises superior of problems
agrees with organization policies
agrees with job responsibilities
agrees with. organizational goals
all business
articulate
analysis of information
antagonistic
anticipates needs
anticipates problems
apathetic
appreciative
appreciates my work +
approachable
appropriate communication
apptitude for the work *
assertive
attends regularly
autonomous
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1
3

avoids conversati.on
aware of others
candid
capable

3
3
3

3
6
3
1
3

3
3
1
1
3
3
3
5
6
3
3
3
1
6

3
1
3
3

3
1
4

6
1
3
3

3
3
3
3
3

careful

*
*

cares
cheerful
connnitted to work *
communicates clearly +
canununicates complete inf o:anation
communicates easily
connnunicates effectively
communicates logically
connnunicates £requently
communicates openly +
communicates well in groups
communicates well with individuals
competitive
competent *
confident
confidentiality
conforming
congenial
considerate
consistent
consults with. others
contributes
content
controlling
cooperative +
creative
credible
critical
critical thinker
considerate
delegates
defensive
dependable
direct +
does his or her best
dominates
dynamic
discusses problems openly
eager
effective decision making
effective interaction ·
efficient
emotional
empathetic

*
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3
6
3
6
3

encourages others
energetic
enjoys working together
enthusiastic
equality
exercis·es good judgment

3

expert

3

5
3

expresses self effectively
expresses support for others
expresses thoughts & feelings

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

fair +
feels like belongs
feels valued
finds the work rewarding
fits into the organization
fits the joo well
follows instructions
flexible
friendly

3

3
3

3
3
3

6
1
3
6

3
3

gets along with. others
gives constructive criticism
gives feedback +
gives full attention
gives recognition of others
goal oriented
good natured
gossips
growth oriented
handles ambiguity well
handles conflict well *
handles criticism well
handles stress well *
helpful +
high expectations
high personal work standards

*

1
1
1
5

high goals
honest
hostile
humor

3

independent
influenced easily by others
influential
information timing
information amount (completeness)
information clarity
information appropriateness
information accuracy
initiates communication

1
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
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4
3
3
3
3
3

3

initiative on the job
intelligence
integrity
interrupts
interested in his work
inquisitive
is on time

3
5

keeps me informed about business
kind
knowledgable
knowledge of self
knows what's expected +
leader
learns quickly +
likes the oreganization
likes the work *
likes to work with -me
listens +
logical
loyal

1
6
3
3
1

maintains confidentiality
makes reasonable demands
mature
meets deadlines
motivated to work hard

1
1

neat
negative

3

objective
observant *
offers ideas
."owns" thoughts
"owns" mistakes

1
3
6
3

3
3

3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

&

+

feelings

patient
persistent
personable
personal growth
personal goals congruent with the job
personal values congruent with the job
perceptive
persuasive
plans effectively +
positive
practical
prioritizes appropriately
prompt
productive +
punctual
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4
4

quality of work
quantity of work

3

rational
realistic expectations +
realistic goal setting +
reasonable
receptive
relates well to others
relationships
represents the organization well
respects authority
responsible

3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
6
3
3
5
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
3
3
3

salary
satisfied with my work *
satisfied with the organization
satisfied with the relationship
secretive
security
seeks direction when needed +
seeks explanations
seeks advice
seeks information +
seeks other points of view
self confident *
self discipline
self discloses
self-starter
sense of humor
senstivie
sets high goals
sincere
skills
sociable
solicits ideas +
stable
status
successful
supportive of others
suspicious
tactful
takes criticbns well
takes responsibility for own work
takes responsibility for mistakes
takes the initiative
talks about self
team player
thinks of self
thorough
thoughtful
tolerant

+

5

trusts self

5

understands
uses time well *
well organized +
well qualified for the job
wise
working conditions
works hard
works independently
works well with others

3
3

6
3
1

*

IPM ISSUES
1
1
1

3
1

6
1
1
2

1
1

2
1

2
1

1
1
1
1

5
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
3

1
2

understands
makes mind up for
is wrapped up in
depends on
can't come to terms with
takes seriously
is disappointed in
can't stand
takes good care of
would like to get away from
is afraid of
respects +
makes center of world
is mean with
loves
tries to outdo
fights
torments
takes responsibility for
finds fault with.
lets be self
couldn't care less about
pities
doubts
makes contradictory demands on
gets on nerves
.mocks
is honest with. +
hates
analyzes
treats like a machine
lets down
expects too much of
is good to.
worries about
can face up to conflicts
is at one with

1

1
3
1
1
3
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

1
1

1
1
6

won't let be
blames
thinks a lot of
deceives
has lost hope for future
likes
has a warped view- of
readily forgives
puts on pedestal
is bitter toward
creates difficulties for
belittles
is detached from
makes a clown of
bewilders
believes in
humiliates
is sorry for
makes into a puppet
spoils
owes everything to
gets into a false position
is kind to
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APPENDIX B
PERSONNEL PROFESSIONALS

July lZ, 198Z
>.O. box 751
and, oregon

Personnel Professional
Organization Name
Address

97207
3/229-3531

Dear

PORTLAND
STATE
JNIVERSITY

college of
; and letters
partment of
1munication

------------------

Thank you for your willingness to resnond to the enclosed questionnaire. Your responses will serve to
identify the most important issues to be studied in
the superior-subordinate relationship at work. You
are one of 18 nersonnel professionals whose evaluations will be used in making the final selection of
issues for the study.
The results of this questionnaire will be used to
develop a second questionnaire which will be given
to su~erior-subordinate nairs. The second questionnaire will determine if the way that suneriors and
subordinates view selected issues has an effect on
the subordinate's nerformance annraisal. These data
may be used for a variety of notential a~nlications
in communication and management, e.g., as a diagnostic
tool for isolating communication problems.
Thank you for taking time out of your busy schedule
to resnond to the questionnaire. Your evaluation of
the issues will heln by eliminating the ambiguous issues
and identifying the most relevant ones. Please complete
the form by Friday, July 2J, and return it to me in the
enclosed self-addressed envelope.
If you would like to receive an abstract of this study
when it is finished, nlease comnlete and return the enclosed post card. If there is a possibility that your
organization might allow coonerating superior-subordinate
~airs to narticipate in this study, please indicate that
on the post card.

Crist, PSU graduate student
187
Un~er Midhill Drive
west Linn, Oregon 97008

636-9256
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APPENDIX C
SURVEY OF PERSONNEL PROFESSIONALS

Based on your experience, please evaluate each issue on: Cl) how easily understood
it seems to you, and, (2) how relevant is seems to be in die superior-subordinate
relationship at work. For both "understandable" and "relevant," please circle a
sinqle number on each 5 point scale, where l is poor and 5 is excellent.
Understandable

Relevant

41

41

k

........u
cu

........u

Do

w

c

c

8

CJ

)C

he is eaual to me as a person

l 2 3 4 5

he does his best

l 2 3 4

he is well orqanized

l 2 3 4

he

1 2 3 4

en'i~s

working with me

s
s
s
s

he is well aualified for his iob

1 2 3 4

he is direct with me

1 2 3 4 5

he co11111W1icates loqicallv with

k

~

cu

~

'4

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he sees mv DOint of view

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he is caoable

l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4

s
s

l 2 3 4 5

he is kind to me
he takes responsibility for his mistakes

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

he olans effectively

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

Ille

l 2 3 4 5

s

he is accurate in his work

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he has hiah oersonal work standards

1 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5

he is consistent with me

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

he handles conflict well

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

he handles stress well

1 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

h• is comcatent
he solicits ideas from me

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

he is creative

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

s

he takes me seriously

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he is committed to his work

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he aives feedback to me

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he c:canunicates clearlv with me

1 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4

he communicates ooenlv with me

l 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

he resi:>ects me

l 2 3 4 5

he uses his time well

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3..i..L
l 2 3 4 5

he handles ambiguitv well

1 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he learns guickl:£

l 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

s
s
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Understandable

""•

Relevant

c

s..

2
he seeks direction when needed

l 2 3 4

.-4
.-4

•u
>C

w

s
s

s..

2

""c•

.-4
.-4

l 2 3 4

Js

1 2 3 4

s

he knows himself well

l 2 3 4

he seeks information from me

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

he works hard

l 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

he i• honest with me

l 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

he keeps me informed about business

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he communicates easilv with me

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

he really listens to me

1 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he is candid with me

l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4

s
s

l 2 3 4 5

he sets realistic c:roals
he is self confident

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he ia satisfied with mv work

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he i• adaptable to chanc:rinc:r situations

l 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5

he ia fair with me

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

he makes reasonable demands on

Ille"

l 2 3 4

s

s

s
s

he is observant

l 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5

he knowa what is eXDected of him at work

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he baa realiatic elmActations of me

l 2 3 4

he cacmerates with me

l 2 3 4

s
s
s
s

l 2 3 4

s

l 2 3 4 5

he ia productive

l 2 3 4

he ukes effective decisions

l 2 3 4

l 2 3 4 5

he ia cmod natured

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4 5

he i8 helpful

l 2 3 4
l 2 3 4

he has a hiQh ai>ti tude for his work

l 2 3 4

s
s
s

l 2 3 4 5

he aggreciates mv work

he likes his work

l 2 3 4 5

l 2 3 4

l 2 3 4

s

s

l 2 3 4 5
l 2 3 4

s

If there are some important issues which have been overlooked in this questionnaire,
please add them here:
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APPENDIX D

ISSUE CATEGORY SURVEY

To:
From:

Betsy Crist, 636-9256

I am doing research_ on three theoretical constructs:
attitudes, conununication, and 'Wark behaviors. I need
your expert assistance in detennining which of the issues
listed below fit into the following categories:
attitude -

Manner, disposition, feeling, position with
regard to a person or a thing; tendency or
orientation, especially of the mind

dyadic connnunication - any face to face transaction between two people; something imported, interchanged or transmitted.
work -

Exertion or effort directed to produce or
accomplish something; productive or operative activity.

Please evaluate the issues below based on the above definitions; please check the appropriate column for each
issue,. and then return the completed form to·
by Friday, August 6.
Thank you very much for your assistance.
s..

cu

'O

::s

..µ

.....
does his best

..µ
...µ

is· we11- organized
is' well qual·ified ·for his· j·ob
is direct <with me-

·coilltnun ic ates logically with lne
sees· -my point o:f view

is capable
takes- responsibi'lity :for fils· m:istakes

11!"'('1

()
•.-f

'O

.

e
e

co
OU
!>tO

.,.c
~

lo..!

0

:::
n

.r.
(

~- Cl

u

I
·r-f (I)

.µ
.µ

ro

~

f( ·.µ

plans effectively:

·r-1

.

I
~res"'

e
res e

'O

lo.4 ~ (1

>tO
OU

Q

3

(1.) ·r~
·:~·

co

is a·ccurate in his work
has high personal work· ·standard.s

handles conflict -we11
hand·1es stres·s wel"l"
is ·c·ompetent ·
solicits ideas ·from me
'

i·s ·creative

is committed to· his work
gives feedback to me
communicates ·c1e·arlY with me
communicate·s· openly with toe
respects me
uses hi·s time \<Vel"l
handles ambiguity· well
learns quickly
seeks direction when 11eeded·
·seeks in·f ortnation fr"<Ji\1 me
is honest· with 111e·
·keeps· 1ne informed· :ab:>ut·

bu.sines~

I

·really ·1istens to lne

·is candid· with 1ne
sets realistic· ·goals'
is self confident
is satisfied· with my work.
is aaa·ptab1e· to changing· ·situ·ations
is fair 'With me

.i
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re

::t

.µ
.,...
.µ
.µ

"is observant·
know:s what ·is eXpected' b'f' him at work.
has reali.stic expecta tionS' '0'£' me
cooperates with me
is productive
:makes effective de·cisio·n
·is helpful
has· a high a·ptitude· for· hi·s· work
like his work

<

Ii.I

.

.,...CJ e
re e
co
0

>t c.;
Q

°'>co
0

~

Ii.I

0

.~

..c:
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APPENDIX E
PILOT STUDY TEST
SUPERVISOR-SUBORDillATE INTERPERSONAL
PERCEPTION METHOD
1.

I feel that .
A. he is well organized
B. I am well organized
c. he highly values organization
D. I highly value organization
He feels that • • •
E. he is well organized
F. I am well organized
G. he highly values organization
H. I highly value organization
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is well organized
J. I am well organized
K. he highly values organization
L. I highly value organization

2.

I feel that . . .
A. he is well qualified for his job
B. I am well qualified for my job
c. he highly values being well qualified for his job
D. I highly, value being well qualified for my job
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . . .
he is well qualified for his job
I am well qualified for my job
he highly values being well qualified for his job
I highly value being well qualified for my job

He thinks that I feel that • • .
I. he is well qualified for his job
J. I am well qualified for my job
K. he highly values being well qualified for his job
L. I highly value being well qualified for my job
).

I feel that •••
A. he is direct with me
B. I am direct with him
c. he highly values directness
D. I highly value directness
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

tha~ • • •
he is direct with me
I am direct with him
he highly values directness
I highly value directness

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is direct with me
J. I am direct with him
K. he highly values directness
L. I highly value directness
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4.

I feel that . . •
A.
B.

c.
D.

He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

he communicates logically with me
I communicate logically with him
he highly values logical communication
I highly value logical communication
that . . •
he communicates logically with me
I communicate logically with him
he highly values logical communication
I highly value logical communication

He thinks that I feel that • . •
I. he communicates logically with me
J. I communicate logically with him
K. he highly values logical communication
L. I highly value logical communication

5.

I feel that • • •
A. he is capable
B. I am capable
c. he highiy values being capable
D. I highly value being capable
He feels that • • •
E. he is capable
~.
I am capable
G. he highly values being capable
H. I highly value being capable
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is capable
J. I am capable
K. he highly values being capable
L. I highly value being capable

6.

I feel that • • •
A. he takes responsibility for his mistakes
B. I take responsibility for my mistakes
c. he highly values taking responsibility for one's mistakes
D. I highly value taking responsibility for one's mistakes
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • . •
he takes responsibility for his mistakes
I take responsibility for my mistakes
he highly values taking responsibility for one's mistakes
I highly value taking responsibility for one's mistakes

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he takes responsibility for his mistakes
J. I take responsibility for my mistakes
K. he highly values taking responsibility for one's mistakes
L. I highly value taking responsibility for one's mistakes
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7,

I feel that ••.
A.

B.

c.

D.

He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

he plans effectively
I ulan effectively
he.highly values effective planning
I highly value effective planning
that • • •
he plans effectively
I plan effectively
he highly values effective planning
I highly value effective planning

He thinks that I feel that . • •
I. he plans effectively
J. I plan effectively
K. he highly values effective planning
L. I highly value effective planning
8.

I feel thau •••
A. he is accurate in his work
B. I am accurate in my work
c. he highly values accuracy in work
D. I highly value accuracy in work
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . • •
he is accurate in his work
I am accurate in my work
he highly values accuracy in work
I highly value accuracy in work

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is accurate in his work
J. I am accurate in my work
K. he highly values accuracy in work
t. I highly value accuracy in work

9.

I feel that . • •
A. he has high personal work standards
B. I have high personal work standards
c. he highly values high personal work standards
D. I highly value high personal work standards
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he has high personal work standards
I have high personal work standards
he highly values high personal work standards
I highly value high personal work standards

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he has high personal work standards
J. I have high personal work standards
K. he highly values high personal work standards
L. I highly value high personal work standards
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10.

I feel that . . .
A. he handles conflict well
B. I handle conflict well
c. he highly values handling conflict well
D. I highly value handling conflict well
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • .
he handles conflict well
I handle conflict well
he highly values handling conflict well
I highly value handling conflict well

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he handles conflict well
J. I handle conflict well
K. he highly values handling conflict well
L. I highly value handling conflict well
11.

I feel that • • •
A. he handles stress well
B. I handle stress well
c. he highly values handling stress well
D. I highly value handling stress well

He feels that . • •
E. he handles stress well
F. I handle stress well
G. he highly values handling stress well
H. I highly value handling stress well
He thinks
I.
J.
K.

L.

12.

that I feel that • • •
he handles stress well
I handle stress well
he highly values handling stress well
I highly value handling stress well

I feel that
A. he is competent
B. I am competent
c. he highly values competence
D. I highly value competence

He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is competent
I am competent
he highly values competence
I highly value competence

He thinks that I feel that • • .
I. he is competent
J. I am competent
K. he highly values competence
L. I highly value competence
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lJ.

I feel that •••
A. he solicits ideas from me
B. I solicit ideas from him
c. he highly values soliciting ideas from co-workers
D. I highly value soliciting ideas from co-workers
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . . .
he solicits ideas from me
I solicit ideas from him
he highly values soliciting ideas from co-workers
I highly value soliciting ideas from co-workers

.

He thinks that I feel that . • •
r. he solicits ideas from me
J. I solicit ideas from him
K. he highly values soliciting ideas from co-workers
L. I highly value soliciting ideas from co-workers
14.

I feel that • • .
A. he is committed to his work
B. I am committed to my work
c. he highly values committment at work
D. I highly value committment at work
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is committed to his work
I am committed to my work
he highly values committment at work
I highly value committment at work

He thinks that I feel that • . .
I. he is committed to his work
J. I am committed to my work
K. he highly values committment at work
L. I highly value committment at work
15.

I feel that . • •
A. he gives feedback to me
B. I give feedback to him
C. he highly values giving feedback
D. I highly value giving feedback
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he 'ives feedback to me
I give feedback to him
he highly values giving feedback
I highly value giving feedback

He thinks that I feel that • • •
r. he gives feedback to me
J. I give feedback to him
K. he highly_ values giving feedback
L. I highly value giving feedback
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16.

I feel that . . .

A.

B.

c.

D.

He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

he communicates clearly with me

I communicate clearly with him
he highly values clear communication
I highly value clear communication
that . • •
he communicates clearly with me
I communicate clearly with him
he highly values clear communication
I highly value clear communication

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he communicates clearly with me
J. I communicate clearly with him
K. he highly values clear communication
L. I highly value clear communication
17.

I feel that . . •
A. he communicates openly with me
B. I communicate openly with him
C. he highly values open communication
D. I highly value open communication
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he communicates openly with me
I communicate openly with him
he highly values open communication
I highly value open communication

He thinks that I feel that • • •
l. he communicates openly with me
J. I communicate openly with him
K. he highly values open communication
L. I highly value open communication
18.

I feel that • • •
A. he respects me
B. I resnect him
c. he highly values respect
D. I highly value respect
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he resnects me
i respect him
he highly values respect
I highly value respect

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he respects me
J. I resnect him
K. he highly values respect
L. I highly value respect
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19.

I feel that • . •
A. he uses his time well
B. I use my time well
c. he highly values us·ing time well
D. I highly value using time well
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • . •
he uses his time well
I use my time well
he highly values using time well
I highly value using time well

He thinks that I feel that . • •
!. he uses his time well
J. I use my time well
K. he highly values using time well
L. I highly value using time well
20.

I feel that • . •
A. he learns quickly
B. I learn quickly
c. he highly values learning quickly
D. I highly value learning quickly
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he learns quickly
I learn quickly
he highly values learning quickly
I highly value learning quickly

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he learns quickly
J. I learn quickly
K. he highly values learning quickly
L. I highly value learning quickly
21.

I feel that • • •
A. he seeks direction when needed
B. · I seek direction when needed
C. he highly values seeking direction when needed
D. I highly value seeking direction when needed
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he seeks direction when needed
I seek direction when needed
he highly values seeking direction when needed
I highly value seeking direction when needed

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he seeks direction when needed
J. I seek direction when needed
K. he highly values seeking direction when needed
L. I highly value seeking direction when needed
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22.

I feel that . • •
A. he see1ts information from me
B. I seek information from him

c.

D.

he highly values seeking information
I highly value seeking information

He feels that . • .
E. he seeks information from me
F. I seek information from him
G. he highly values seeking information
H. I highly value seeking information
He thinks that I feel that • • •
1. he seeks information from me
J. I seek information from him
K. he highly values seeking information
L. I highly value seeking information
2J.

I feel that
A. he is honest with me
B. I am honest with him
c. he highly values honesty
D. I highly value honesty
He feels that . • .
E. he is honest with me
F. I a.~ honest with him
G. he highly values honesty
H. I highly value honesty
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is honest with me
J. I am honest with him
K. he highly values honesty
L. I highly value honesty

24.

I feel that . • •
A he keeps me informed about business
B. I keep him informed about business
c. he highly values keeping co-workers informed
about business
D. I highly value keeping co-workers informed
about business
He feels that • • •
E. he keeps me informed about business
F. I keep him informed about business
G. he highly values keeping co-workers informed
about business
H. I highly value keeping co-workers informed
about business
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he keeps me informed about business
J. I keep him informed about business
K. he highly values keeping co-workers in!ormed
about business
L. I highly value keeping co-workers informed
about business

lOS

25.

I feel that . . •
A. he really listens to me
B. I really listen to him
C. he highly values really listening
D. I highly value really listening
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . . .
he really listens to me
I really listen to him
he highly values really listening
I highly value really listening

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he really listens to me
J. I really listen to him
K. he highly values really listening
L. I highly value really listening
26.

I feel that • . •
A. he is candid with me
B. I am candid with him
C. he highly values being candid
D. I highly value being candid
He feels that • • •
E . . ·he is candid with me
F. I am candid with him
G. he nighly values being candid
H. I highly value being candid
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is candid with me
J. I am candid with him
K. he highly values being candid
L. I highly value being candid

27.

I feel that • • •
A. he is self confident
B. I am self confident
C. he highly values self confidence
D. I highly value self confidence
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is self confident
I am self confident
he highly values self confidence
I highly value self confidence

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is self confident
J. I am self confident
K. he highly values self confidence
L. I highly value self confidence
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28.

I feel that • . •
A. he is satisfied \Vi th my work
B. I am satisfied with his work
c. he highly values my work
D. I highly value his work
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . . .
he is satisfied with my work
I am satisfied with his work
he highly values my work
I highly value his work

He thinks that I feel that . • •
I. he is satisfied with my work
J. I am satisfied with his work
K. he highly values my work
L. I highly value his work
29.

I feel that • . •
A. he is adaptable to changing situations
B. I am adaptable to changing situations
c. he highly values adaptability to changing situations
~.
I highly value adaptability to changing situations'
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is adaptable to changing situations
I am adaptable to changing situations
he highly values adaptability to changing situations
I highly value adaptability to changing situations

He thinks that I feel that • . •
I. he is adaptable to changing situations
J. I am adaptable to changing situations
K. he highly values adaptability to changing situations
L. I highly value adaptability to changing situations
JO.

I feel that • • •
A. ·he is fair with me
B. I am fair with him
c. he highly values fairness
D. I highly value fairness
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is fair with me
I am fair with him
he highly values fairness
I highly value fairness

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is fair with me
J. I am fair with him
K. he highly values fairness
L. I highly value :fairness
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Jl.

I feel that • . •

A.

B.

c.

D.
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

he is observant

I am observant
he highly values being observant
I highly value being observant
that • . .
he is observant
I am observant
he highly values being observant
I highly value being observant

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is observant
J. I am observant
K. he highly values being observant
L. I highly value being observant

32.

I feel that . • .
A. he knows what is expected of him at work
B. I know what is expected of me at work
C. he highly values knowing what is expected
D. I highly value knowing what is expected
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . • •
he knows what is expected of him at work
I know what is exoected of me at work
he highly values knowing what is expected
I highly value knowing what is expected

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he knows what is expected of him at work
J. I know what is eroected of me at work
K. he highly values knowing what is expected
L. I highly value knowing what is expected
JJ.

I feel that •••
A. he has realistic expectations of me
B. I have realistic expectations of him
C. he highly values realistic expectations
D. I highly value realistic expectations
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he has realistic expectations of me
I have realistic expectations of him
he highly values realistic expectations
I highly value realistic expectations

He thinks that I feel that •••
I. he has realistic expectations of me
J. I have realistic expectations of him
K. he highly values realistic expectations
L. I highly value realistic expectations
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J4.

I feel that • • •
A. he cooperates with me
B. I cooDerate with him
c. he highly values cooperation
D. I highly value cooperation
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that . . •
he cooperates with me
I cooDerate with him
he highly values cooperation
I highly value cooperation

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he coo~erates with me
J. I cooperate with him
K. he highly values cooperation
L. I highly value cooperation

35.

I feel that • • •
A. he is productive
B. I am productive
c. he highly values productiveness
D. I highly value productiveness
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • •
he is productive
I am productive
he highly values productiveness
I highly value productiveness

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he is productive
J. I am productive
K. he highly values productiveness
L. I highly value productiveness
J6.

I feel that • . •
A. he makes effective decisions
B. I make effective decisions
c. he highly values effective decision making
D. I highly value effective decision making
He feels that • • •
~.
he makes effective decisions
F. I make effective decisions
G. he highly values effective decision making
H. I highly value effective decision making
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he makes effective decisions
J. I make effective decisions
K. he highly values effective decision making
L. I highly value effective decision making
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J7.

I feel that ••.•
A. he is helpful
B. I am helpful
c. he highly values helpfulness
D. I highly value helpfulness
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

that • • .
he is helpful
I am helpful
he highly values helpfulness
I highly value helpfulness

He thinks that I feel that • . •
I. he is helpful
J. I am helpful
K. he highly values helpfulness
L. I highly value helpfulness
JS.

I feel that • • •
A. he appreciates.my work
B. I appreciate. his work
c. he highly values appreciation
D. I highly value appreciation
He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.
H~

39.

that • • •
he appreciates my work
I appreciate his work
he highly values appreciation
I highly value appreciation

thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he ap~reciates my work
J. I appreciate his work
K. he highly values appreciation
~·
I highly value appreciation

I feel that • • •
A. he has a high aptitude for his work
B. · I have a high aptitude for my work
c. he highly values having a high aptitude for the work
D. I highly value having a high aptitude for the work
He feels that . • •
E. he has a high aptitude for his work
F. I have a high aptitude for my work
G. he highly values having a high aptitude for the work
H. .r highly value having a high aptitude for the work
He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he has a high aptitude for his work
J. I have a high aptitude for my work
K. he highly values having a high aptitude for the work
L. I highly value having a high aptitude for the work
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40.

I feel that . • .

A.

B.

c.
D.

He feels
E.
F.
G.
H.

he likes his work

I like my work
he highly values liking his work
I highly value liking my work
that . . .
he likes his work
I like my work
he highly values liking his work
I highly value liking my work

He thinks that I feel that • • •
I. he likes his work
J. t like my work
K. he highly values liking his work
L. I highly value liking my work
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APPENDIX F

POP.TI.AND STATE UNIVERSin
APPLICl.TION FOR r.EVIEH OF r.r.suncu PP.OJFCT

TO:

Human Subjects r.csearch r.cvicw Connittee

FROM:

Principal Invcsti~ator _n:..;..'.::.-.?_t.~:>..:..v__..;G..:..r..;:.i..;:.s'-t"---------- Campua plume: - - - -

Date of Application

H"me nhone1 5]6-?256

-.-"8:..::...lr._2!:...?LLl:..;.R!::.2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....,..._ _ _ _.,..,..._ __..,.-..,-----~-

'T'he "C)VC?lOi':1.:nt of the Superior Subordinate Inh•r ... 0rr:on:il
Title of Propoul ./_crr·~'li::"!l-1.:"PJn·l (S'i-Ip'.') and tbP gelothr1~u:~J~!l_.S.U.p1'rio
Sub::>rJ ina te Per·c{i;:iti l..lnS ;:ind t !1e Performance Appraisal of the Sub~1rdi!1a te

Instructors themselves are ccnerally responsible for research done as a cla9s project,
but they are encourased to seek advice fro• the Colll'littee if the rir,hta an~ w~lf are of
human subject• of that research are in question.

Application• for research grants or training propralll8 that propose to use human subject•
for research purposes must be accompanied by a atateMent signed by the principal
investigator, and by the University'• authorized official. Thi• Tequired statement
assert• that the proposed inveatication has had prior review by an independent University
co1m1ittee, and that the procedures to be used (1) protect the rights and welfar, of the
subject•• and (2) provide for the securing of infol'ftled consent fro• them, and, if persona
under the ace of 18 are to participate as subjects, the infortl'ed consent of parent• or
guardian•. Answer• to the follovin,. question• will provide the nece•aary inf or111ation
for the Univer•ity co1111J1ittee and the eranting ar.enc:y. Three (3) copie• of the
APPLICATION fOR CX>IMITTEE RCVIEW ?:UST BE RECEIVED M_ ~ ~ fil!!l ~ ~ 1'EFt'U
AUY SUBMISSION DATE OR OTHER DF.ADLINE. Thia application vill be kept on file at the
Office of Craduate Studies and nese3rch.
The itellS below are to be coaq>leted by the Project Director (chief inve•tirator).
I.

Pro1ect title and prospectu• (300 word• or leas). State vhether the prooo•ed
research would be conducted p~rsuant to a contract or grant and identlf1 the
contractor or grantor agenc1. If proposal i• result of a Request for Propoaal,
give RFP number.

The proposed research is pursuant to a master of science in sneech
communication. The problem to be studied is the relationship.between
superior-subordinate perceptions and the performance appraisal of the
subordinate by the superior.

II.

Subject Recruitment.
uaed in the •tudy.

Describe subject recruitment procedure• for all eubject•

Subjects will be superior-subordinate pairs within local business
organizations and places of public employment. Please see the attached
participant recruitment letter which was distributed to employees at
!astmoreland General Hospital for the pilot study taking place in Sept.
A similar letter will be used to seek participants in other organizations
for the final research in October. ~illing participants contact an
identified person in the personnel department. Participants will be
presen~ed wl th a consent form priQr to rest109din~ to the Suoervisorsubord1nate Inter:>erson~ 1 Perce~hon :.Yethoa \ SS-IPMJ.
·
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Application for Use of Human Subject•
Page 2
III. Informed, voluntary consent in writ1ne. Describe subject smnp~e(s) :ind l'l:inner
in which consent waa obtained for each approrriate catl'!_'ory.
A.

Adult Subjects (includes persona 18 years of nre
required.

nn~

over).

~ubject

consent

Describe who/where/when/how
·.1ho,
,'{hP.re
~hens

How 1

B.

1

adult emoloyaes of local business or.t:,~ni7.a ti ~ns
at the 5ubject' s place of em!lloyment
durin~ work hours at the nlace of work
r:ubj~cts will be -,resented with a consent form :Jrior to
p~rtici~ating in the study

Child Subjects (includes all person• under 18). rarent/r.uardian consent
required. (Subjects over seven year• of age 111Uat cive their consent aa well.)
Describe who/where/,.,hen/hov

N/A

C.

Institutionalized Subjects. Subject con•ent and con•ent of 11ppropriate,
responsible institutional •taff person (e.g., prison psychiatrist) l'e<laired.
Describe who/where/when/how

N/A

IV.

First-person scenario (short paraeraph presenting participation eXl'ertence from
subject'• point of view; e.g.t "I wa• aeated at a table by the Inve•tirator
and ••• ").

After agreeing to participate in this study and signing a consent for~
I was given the SS-IPM and asked to respond "yes" or "no" to each sta~
ment by filling in appronriate boxes on the computer answer pages. T~
t~st was delivered by the investigator, and I was asked to respond at
convenience within the period of two working days. \'lhen my answers w1
recorded I sealed them in an envelope and delivered it to the desir,n·
oerson within my orr,anization.
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Appiication for Cse of r.um:ui Subject•
hce 3

V.

Potential risks 3nd soferunrde.

A.

Describe risks (physical, psycbolorical, social, leerl or other).

There are no risks to study

B.

p~rticipants.

Explain procedures and precautions saferuarLinp acainst risks noted above.

N/A

VI.

rotential benefits of the proposed investir,ation (brief outline).

The development of an instrument which may be used to facilitate
communication between superiors and subordinates at work.

VII.

Records and diatribution. In the event that inf onnation fror the inveetitation
will be kept on file or distributed (published, copied), what provi•ion• for
•ubject anonyl:d.ty have been adopted?

Individual names are not recorded or used in any way. Code numbers
are given to forms and response pages to keep appropriate information
together.
•

ZI.

lfonitorinc system. Cither: A) Indicate cor.ipliance with ycur departmental system
for inonitoring hwnan subject• research activitle• or B) Describe your °'~ monitoring
system for thi• investication (only the portion pertainin, to use of hwnaa subjects).

Deemed unnecessary as per departmental monitoring system.

Checked by:

Submitted byt

Sirnature of Dept. Chairperson or l.r,ent

Slplature of Project Director

Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Date - - - - - Dept. - - - - - - -

Campus !'hone: - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Ca111pus/r.ome l'honez - - - - - - - - -

ca,.,,u•

r·au Coc!e: - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIX G

HUMAN SUB...TECTS llESEilCB REVIEW COMMITI'EE

JmJt:118X 1982-83
October 12, 1982

TO:

Betsy Crist

FROM:

lichard Wollert,

In accordance with your request, the Buman Subjects lesearch leview Committee
has reviewed your proposal entitled, Development of the Superior Subordinate Interpersonal Perception Method and the Relationship Between Superior Subordinate Perceptions •••
for compliance with mmw policies and regulations on the protection of human
subjects.

The committee 1s satisfied that your proviaiona for protecting the rights
and welfare of all subjects participating 1n the research are adequate and
therefore the project 1s approved. Any conditions relative to thia approval
are noted below.
Conditions:
If the total time commitment is 2 hours as seems to be implied on the initial latter
the informed consent form should say 2 instead of 1 hour.
Another problem is the post-hoc nature of this review.
apparently already been collected.

cc:

Office of Graduate Studies and leaearcb

The (Pilot) data have
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APPENDIX H

Code#_ _ _ __

PERSONAL DATA INVENTORY

AGE:

YOUR EDUCATION (highest level)

-----30-39
20-29

---

40-49

---

50-59

60 and over

Did not finish high school

--- High

school graduate

Some college

--- Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctoral or other professional degree

OCCUPATION:

NO. YEARS IN PRESENT POSITION: _ _

ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, MY
SATISFACTION WITH MY JOB
NO. YEARS WORKED WITH TEST PARTNER: _ _ RIGHT NOW:
Extremely satisfied
MY FRIENDS WHO KNOW WOULD RATE MY
Very satisfied
RELATIONSHIP WITH MY TEST PARTNER
Satisfied
AS:

---

---Poor
Fair
--_ _ _Average
---Good
---Excellent

--- Somewhat dissatisfied
--- Very dissatisfied
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APPENDIX I

PILOT STUDY RECRUITMENT LETTER

PORTLAND
STATE
'NIVERSITY

>.o. box 751
md, oregon

97207
3/229-3531
college of
. and letters
partment of
1munication

Greetings:
am a Portland State University graduate student
doing a study which I hope will interest you. I need
your help.
I

I am seeking supervisor-subordinate pairs who have
-worked together £or a least one year, have daily contact
and who are willing to individually respond to a questionnaire - twice, two weeks apart. The purpose of a test
and a re-test is to determine the reliability of the
statements on the questionnaire. For each test response
the time conunitment will.:Oe about one hour.
Should you decide to participate, you will be aiding
in the development of an instrument designed to compare
the perceptions of two people regarding important issues
in their work relationship. I am trying to learn if the
supervisor-subordinate relationship affects the subordinate' s performance appraisal.
Will you help? All responses will be confidential;
questionnaires will be coded and responses will be seen
only by me. If you and your co-worker. are willing 7 please
give your names to Judy CTark by Wedne·saay·,· -s·e·ptember 1st.
If you agree to participate, the £irst questionnaire
will be delivered to you on T·ue·sday=, September 7th. You
will have three days to complete the test and I will collect your responses on Thursday,· September 9th, late in the
afternoon. The second questionnaire will be delivered to
you on Tuesday,· September 21st, and it should be completed
two weeks from the day you originally took the test, if
at all possible. I will return on Thursday·,· September 23,
late in the afternoon, to collect the final responses.
Completion of both the test and the re-test is critical to this portion of the study, so if you agree to
participate, remember that responding to both tests is
very important. I'm counting on you.
Thank you for your time and thought in consideration
of this request.
Sincerely,
Betsy Crist
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APPENDIX J

INSTRUCTION LETTER TO SUPERIORS:
PILOT STUDY
September 7, 1982

PORTLAND
STATE
JNIVERSITY

::>.o. box 751
and, oregon

97207
3/229-3531
college of
and letters
!partment of
imunication
~

Dear Participant:
The Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method (SSIPM} is designed to .measure the accuracy or inaccurcy of your own and your co-worker's perceptions on
a key range of issues related to your working relationship. The test is taken individually, and all responses
will be confidential; code numbers will serve to keep
appropriate information together.
You are asked to respond to the statements on the
questionnaire in the context of your work environment, and
on the basis of your work relationship with your test partner. Each statement should be thought of in a general
sense; as you would judge things on the whole. For example, "he does his best" may remind you of a recent
incident where you did not feel that your co-worker
really did his best.
If this was not his usual practice,
and he generally does his best, please respond by affirming that he does his best, and disregard the unusual event.
You are being asked to respond to each statement from
three perspectives: your own, what you think your coworker feels, and what you think that he thinks that you
feel.
It may seem difficult to you, but people do think
this way, although often not consciously or continuously.
I am asking you to think in this manner.
Please read each statement as a £ull sentence, £or
example,
"I £eel he does his best," - think of it as it
applies to you and your test partner generally, and respond by £illing in the appropriate spot on your computer
page. Move through thee questionnaire as quickly as possible, marking your first impression response.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE
INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION METHOD:

11

Do

not ·con·sult with your te·st partner about this
until. ·after you have· fini·shed the re-test ·in· two

\Eeks.
2)

Please do not write on the. computer forms except when
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shading in the answer spaces.

31

Use a #2 pencil and press hard, completely filling in
the rectangular space provided for responses on the
computer forms.

4)

Please respond to each statement: unanswered statements make it impossible to interprt all the following
items.

5)

Please note that there are two computer answer forms
which have elongated boxes numbered 1-24 horizontally.
Theree are 40 issues to respond to in all. Mark the
first 24 on page 1 of the computer forms, and mark
your responses to issues 25-40 on page 2. Each issue
has 12 statements to which you should respond. Shade
"y" for yes, or "n" for no, going vertically from
letter A to L.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
1)

Please sign the informed consent form.

21

Supervisors: please respond to the enclosed performance appraisal form prior to doing the SUpervisorSubordinate Interpersonal Perception Method.

31

After you have completed the performance appraisal
form and responded to all the statements on the
Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method, please complete the Personal Data Inventory.

41

Please enclose the test, the computer answer pages,
tlie informed consent form, the performance appraisal
form and the personal data form in the envelope provided; seal the envelope and give it to Kay Larson.

51

Please have your .answers-recorded, sealed and delivered by 5 p.m.· on Tbilrsday,· September 9th; I will
come to Eastmoreland General Hospital to collect the
forms at that time.- I will return at ·a a.m. · a·n Tuesday( September 21·st to deliver the retest. Please
pick up your retest from Personnel and try to take
the retest two weeks from the date of your original
test completion. I will return at -S p.m·. · ·an Thursday, Septembe·r 23 to collect all final responses.

The· purpose of the test and retest is to determine
the reliability of the issues being used on the test.
Individual responses will be scored, showing where your
perceptions do or do not match ·your test partner's. The
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purpose of this study is to develop a tool which can.be
used to help people improve their on-the-job communication.
A general summary will be sent to you when thi.s research
is complete.
Thank you for your time, thougnt and effort; your
responses are critical to this research.
Sincerely,
Betsy Crist
Encl:

1 Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method, 2 computer answer pages, 1-Personal Data
Inventory, 1 Performance Appraisal, and 1 informed consent form.
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APPENDIX K
INSTRUCTION LETTER TO SUBORDINATES:
PILOT STUDY

September 7, 1982
Dear Participant:

PORTLAND
~;II\

n:

iNIVl.l 1!~11 Y
l.11 JX I! JI
11 IU. CJH:tj<Jll

I II

9/201

l

~2\J-35J

I
1

college of
~nd iollcr~;

parl11H.ml of

mun1ca11on

The Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method (SSIPM) is designed to .measure the accuracy or inaccurcy of your own and your co-worker's perceptions on
a key range of issues related to your 1tt10rking relationship. The test is taken individually, and all responses
will be confidential; code numbers will serve to keep
appropriate information together.
You are asked to respond to the statements on the
questionnaire in the context of your work environment, and
on the basis of your work relationship with your test partner. Each statement should be thought of in a general
sense; as you would judge things on the whole. For example, "he does his best" may remind you 0£ a recent
incident where you did not feel that your co-worker
really did his best. If this was not his usual practice,
and he generally does his best, please respond by affirming that he does his best, and disregard the unusual event.
You are being asked to respond to each statement from
three perspectives: your own, what you think your co! worker feels, and what you think that he thinks that you
! feel.
It may seem difficult to you, but people do think
\ this way, although often not consciously or continuously.
I am asking you to think in this manner.
1

I'

Please read each statement as a full sentence, for
"I feel he does his best," - think of it as it
applies to you and your test partner generally, and respond by filling in the appropriate spot on your computer
page. Move through thee questionnaire as quickly as possible, marking your first impression response.

I example,

1

I

DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE
INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION METHOD:

! 1)
\
!

2)

D~l!ot ~~-~nsult

with your test partner about ·this
until after you have fini·shed the re-test in "two
weeks.
Plertse do not write on the computer forms except when
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shading in the answer spaces.
3}

Use a #2 pencil and press hard, completely zilling in
the rectangular space provided for responses on the
computer for.ms.

41

Please respond to each statement; unanswered statements make it impossible to interpret all the following
items.

Sl

Please note that there are two computer answer forms
which have elongated Boxes numbered 1-24 horizontally.
There are 40 issues to respond to in all. Mark the
first 24 on page 1 of the computer forms, and mark
your responses to issues 25-40 on page 2. Each issue
has 12 statements to which you should respond. Shade
"y" for yes, or "n" for no, going vertically from
letter A to L.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
11

Please sign the informed consent form.

21

Please respond to all statements on the SupervisorSubordinate Interpersonal Perception Nethod, and then
complete the Personal Data Inventory.

31

Please enclose the test, the computer ans-wer pages,
the informed consent foon, and the personal data form
in the envelope provided; seal the envelope and give
it to Kay Larson.

41

Please have.your answers recorded, sealed and deliverered by s· p.m.' ·on Th'\1rsday:, Septeral:tt" 9th; I will come
to Eastmoreland General Hospital to collect the forms
at .. that time. I will return. at ·a· ·a·~m. on· Tue·sd·a~,
·september '21.st, to deliver the retest. Please pick up
your retest from Personnel. Please do the retest two
weeks £rom the date 0£ your original test completion
if· possible. I will return at 'S' p.m. · on· Thursday,
September· ·23 to colle.ct the final responses from Kay
Larson.

The purpose of the test and retest is to determine the
reliability of the issues f>eing used on the test. Individual responses will be scored,· sh.owing where your perceptions
do or do not match. your test partner's. The purpose of this
study is to develop a tool which can be used to help people improve their on-the-joo communication. A general
smmnary will be sent to you when this research· is complete.
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Thank you £or your time, thought and effort; your responses are critical to this re.search.

Sincerely,
Betsy Crist

Encl:

1 Supervisor-Su:COrdinate Interpersonal Perception
Method, 2 computer answer pages, 1 Personal Data
Inventory, and 1 Informed Consent.
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APPENDIX L

INFORMED CONSENT

I,

hereoeby agree to

~~--~----------------~--------------

serve as a subject in the investigation of the supervisorsubordinate work relationship conducted oy Betsy Crist.
I understand that the study involves recording EY responses
of "yes or "no" to statements that I read.

I understand

that this process will take approxilllately twenty minutes.

It has been explained to 111e by letter that the purpose of
the study is to learn about how supervisor-subordinate
perceptions might affect the subordinate's performance
appraisal.

I may not receive any direct benefit from par-

ticipation in this study, but my participation :may help
to increase knowlede which may benefit others in the future.

I have been assured that all information I give will be
kept confidential and that the identity of all subjects
will remain anonymous.

I understand that I am .free to withdraw from participation
in this study at any time without jeopardizing my relationship with Portland State University.

I have read and understand the foregoing information.
Date

Signature

~----------~--~--------
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If you experience problems that are the result of your participation in this study, please contact Victor C. Dahl,
Off ice of Graduate Studies and Research., 105 Neuberger
Hall, Portland State University, 229-3423.
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APPENDIX M

FINAL STUDY
SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE INTERPERSONAL

PERCEPTION METHOD
l.

I feel that • • •
A. she is well qualified for her job
B. I am well qualified for my job
C. she highly values being well qualified for her job
D. I highly value being well qualified for my job
She feels that • • •
E. she is well qualified for her job
F. I am well qualified for my job
G. she highly values being well qualified for her job
H. I highly value being well qualified for my job
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is well qualified for her job
J. I am well qualified for my job
K. she highly values being well qualified for her job
L. I highly value being well qualified for my job

2.

I feel that • • •
A. she is capable
B. I am capable
C. she highly values being capable
D. I highly value being capable
She feels that • • •
E. she is capable
F. I am capable
G. she highly values being capable
H. I highly value being capable
She thinks that I feel that •
I. she is capable
J. I am capable
K. she highly values being capable
L. I highly value being capable

3.

I feel that • • •
A. she is accurate in her work
B. I am accurate in my work
C. she highly values accuracy in work
D. I highly value accuracy in work
She feels that • • •
E. she is accurate in her work
F. I am accurate in my work
G. she highly values accuracy in work
H. I highly value accuracy in work
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is accurate in her work
J. I am accurate in my work
K. she highly values accuracy in work
L. I highly value accuracy in work

12.6

4.

I feel that • • •
A. she has high personal work standards
B. I h ve high personal work standards
c. she highly values high personal work standards
o. I highly value high personal work standards
She feels that • • •
E. she has high personal work standards
F. I have high personal work standards
G. she highly values high personal work standards
H. I highly value high personal work standards
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she has high personal work standards
J. I have high oersonal work standards
K. she hiqhly values high personal work standards
L. I hiahly value high oersonal work standards

5.

I feel that • • •
A. she handles conflict well
B. I handle conflict well
c. she hiahly values handling conflict well
D. I highlv value handling conflict well
She feels that • • •
E. she handles conflict well
F. I handle conflict well
G. she highly values handling conflict well
B. I highly value handling conflict well
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she handles conflict well
J. I handle conflict well
K. she hiahly values handling conflict well
L. I highly value handling conflict well

6.

I feel that • • •
A. she is competent
B. I am competent
C. she highly values competence
o. I highly value competence
She feels that • • •
E. she is competent
F. I am competent
.G. she highly values competence
H. I highly value competence
She thinks that I feel that • • •

I.

J.
K.
L.

she is competent

I am competent
she highly values competence
I highly value competence

12]

7.

I feel that • • •
A. she is committed to her work
B. I am committed to my work
c. she highly values committment at work
D. I highly value committment at work
She feels that • • •
E. she is committed to her work
F. I am committed to my work
G. she highly values committment to work
H. I highly value committment to work
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is committed to her work
J.
I am committed to my work
K. she highly values committment at work
L. I highly value committment at work

8.

I feel that • • •
A. she uses her time well
B. I use my time well
c. she highly values using time well
D. I highly value using time well
She feels that • • •
E. she uses her time well
F. I use my time well
G. she highly values using her time well
H. I highly value using my time well
She thinks that I feel that •
I. she uses her time well
J. I use my time well
K. she highly values using time well
L. I highly value using time well

9.

I feel that : • •
A. she is candid with me
B. I am candid with her
C. she highly values being candid
D. I highly value being candid
She feels that • • •
E. she is candid with me
F. I am candid with her
G. she highly values being candid
H. I highly value being candid
She thinks that I feel that •
I. she is candid with me
J. I am candid with her
K. she highly values being candid
L. I highly value being candid
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10.

I feel that • • •

A.
B.
C.

o.

she is self confident

I am self confident
she highly values self confidence
I highly value self confidence

She feels that • • •
E. she is self confident
F. I am self confident
G. she highly values self confidence
H. I highly value self confidence
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is self confident
J. I am self confident
K. she highly values self confidence
L. I highly value self confidence

11.

I feel that • • •
A. she is satisfied with my work
B. I am satisfied with her work
C. she highly values my work
o. I highly value her work
She feels that • • •
E. she is satisfied with my work
F. I am satisfied with her work
G. she highly values my work
H. I highly value her work
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is satisfied with my work
J. I am satisfied with her work
K. she highly values my work
L. I highly value her work

12.

I feel that • • •
A. she is adaptable to changing situations
B. I am adaptable to changing situations
c. she highly values adaptability to changing situations
D. I highly value adaptability to changing situations
She feels that • • •
E. she is adaptable to changing situations
F. I am adaptable to changing situations
G. she highly values adaptability to changing situations
H. I highly value adaptability to changing situations
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she is adaptable to changing situations
J. I am adaptable to changing situations
K. she highly values adaptability to changing situations
L. I highly value adaptability to changing situations
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13.

I feel that • • •

A.
B.
c.
o.

she is observant

I am observant
she highly values being observant
I highly value being observant

She feels that • • •
E. she is observant
F. I am observant
G. she highly values being observant
H. I highly value being observant
She thinks that I feel that •
I. she is observant
J. I am observant
K. she highly values being observant
L. I highly value being observant
14.

I feel that • • •
A. she makes effective decisions
B. I make effective decisions
c. she highly values effective decision making
o. I highly value effective decision making
She feels that • • •
E. she makes effective decisions
F. I make effective decisions
G. she highly values effective decision making
B. I highly value effective decision making
She thinks that I feel that • • .
I. she makes effective decisions
J. I make effective decisions
K. she highly values effective decision making
L. I highly value effective decision making

15. I feel that • • •
A. she has a high aptitude for her work
B. I have a high aptitude for my work
C. she highly values having a high aptitude for the work
D. I highly value having a high aptitude for the work
She feels that • • •
E. she has a high aptitude for her work
F. I have a high aptitude for my work
G. she highly values having a high aptitude for the work
B. I highly value having a high aptitude for the work
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she has a high aptitude for her work
J. I have a high aptitude for my work
K. she highly values having a high aptitude for the work
L. I highly value having a high aptitude for the work
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16.

I feel that • • •
A. she likes her work
B. I like my work
C. she highly values liking her work
D. I highly value liking my work
She feels that • • •
E. she likes her work
F. I like my work
G. she highly values liking her work
H. I highly value liking my work
She thinks that I feel that • • •
I. she likes her work
J. I like my work
K. she highly values liking her work
L. I highly value liking my work
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APPENDIX N
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

-----

Code. j·

Dear Supervisor:
This portion of the study involves the rating of
your subordinate test partner on his or her work perf ormance. There will be no rating of the supervior by the
subordinate.
Based on your observation of the person you are
evaluating, please rate him or her on each aspect listed
by circling a single number on the five point scale, where
1 is poor and 5 is excellent. Please complete this form
prior to taking the Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal
Perception Method. Please seal it in the envelope provided together with. the computer response page, the test,
the signed consent form, and the personal data inventory
form.
PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL

I

,...

,....j
Q)

0

0

0
Pt

+l

s::

~~

Quality of Work

1

2

3

4

5

Quantity of Work

1

2

3

4

5

Dependability

1

2

3

4

5

Ability to get along with others

1

2

3

4

5

Initiative on the job

1

2

3

4

5

Overall Performance

1

2

3

4

5
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APPENDIX 0

RECRUITMENT LETTER: FINAL STUDY
September 16 , 198 2
PORTLAND
STATE
JNIVERSITY

Greetings.:

:>.o. box 751

I am a Portland State University graduate student doing
a study which I hope will interest you.
I need your help.

and, oregon

97207
3/229-3531
college of
:; and letters
~partment of
nmunication

I am seeking supervisor-subordinate pairs who have worked
together for a least one year, have daily contact, and
who are willing to individually respond to a questionnaire. The time connnitment will be about twenty minutes.
Should you decide to participate, you will be aiding in
the development of an instrument designed to compare the
perceptions of two people regarding important issues in
their work relationship.
I am trying to learn if the supervisor-subordinate relationship affects the subordinate's
performance appraisal. Participants will not receive any
direct benefit from participation in this study, but their
efforts will help increase knowledge which may benefit
others in the £uture. The study will result in a tool
which. can be used to improve on-the-job communication. A
general summary of results will be provided to all participants.
Will you help? All responses will be confidential; questionnaires will be coded and responses will be seen only
by me.
If you and a supervisor or subordinate co-workP.r
are willing, please give your names to
by Wednesday, September ·22.
Individuals may respond to
the test only once.
If you agree to participate, the questionnaire will be delivered to you on Monday, October 4th.
I am requesting
that you complete the test sometime during that work week
before noon on Friday, Octobe.r ·ath.
I will come to collect
the test responses at that time.
Please remember that if
you do agree to participate, I will be counting on your
test completion.
Thank you for your time and thought in consideration of
this request.
Sincerely,
Betsy Crist

APPENDIX P

J.33

INSTRUCTION LETTER TO SUBORDINATES:
FINAL STUDY

October 4, 1982
PORTLAND
STATE
JNIVERSITY

p.o. box 751
land, oregon
97207
13/229-3531

college of
s and letters
:!partment of
nmunication

Dear Participant:
The Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method (SSIPMJ is designed to measure the accuracy o.r inaccuracy of your own and your co-worker's perceptions on
a key range of issues related to your working relationship.
The test is taken individually, and all responses will be
confidential; code numbers will serve to keep appropriate
information together.
You are asked to respond to the statements on the
questionnaire in the context of your work environment, and
on the basis of your work relationship with your test partner. Each statement should be thought of in a general
sense; as you would judge things on the whole. For example,
"he does his best" may remind you of a recent incident
where you did not feel that your co-worker really did his
best.
If this was not his usual practice, and he generally
does his best, please respond by affirming that he does his
best, and disregard the unusual event.
You are being asked to respond to each statement from
three perspectives: your own, what you think your co-worker
feels, and what you think that he thinks that you feel.
It
may seem difficult to you, but people do think this way although often not consciously or continuously.
I am asking
you to think in this manner.
Please read each. statement as a full sentence, for
example,
"I feel he does his best," - think of it as it
applies to you and your test partner generally, and respond
by filling in the appropriate spot on your computer page.
Move through the questionnaire as quickly as possible, marking your first impression re.sponse.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE
INTERPERSONAL PERCEPTION .METHOD:

11

Please do not discuss this test with your test partner
until after both of you have finished testing.

2}

Please do not write on the computer form except when
shading in the answer spaces.

134

3}

Use a j2 pencil and press hard, completely filling in
the rectangular space provided for responses on the
computer form.

41

Please respond to each statement; unanswered statements
JUake it impossible to interpret all the following items.

51

Please note that there is a computer answer form which
has elongated boxes numbered 1-24 horizontally. There
are 18 test items, and each item has 12 statements to
which you should respond. Shade "y" for yes, or "n"
for no, going vertically from letter A to L on the computer answer form.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
l}

Please sign the informed consent form.

21

Please respond to all statements on the SupervisorSUbordinate Interpersonal Perception Method, and then
complete the Personal Data Inventory.

3}

Please enclose the test, the computer answer page, the
informed consent form, and the personal data form in the
envelope provided; seal the envelope and give it to

41

Please have your answers recorded, sealed and delivered
by noon on· Friday, October 8th; I will collect the forms
from
at that time.

Individual responses will be scored, showing wbere your
perceptions do or do not match your test partner's. The
purpose of this study is to develop a tool which can be
used to help people improve their on-the-job conununication.
A general summary will be sent to you when this research is
complete.
Thank you for your time, thought and effort; your
responses are the essence of this study.
Sincerely,
Betsy Crist
PSU Graduate Student
Encl:

1 Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method, 1 computer answer form, 1 Personal Inventory,

and 1 Informed Consent.

APPENDIX Q
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INSTRUCTION LETTER TO SUPERIORS:
FINAL STUDY

October 4, 1982
POIHLl\NIJ

Dear Participant:

:;l"/\TI
llNIVI 11:;11Y
p II IHI)( /!11

The Supervisor-Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
Method (SSIPM) is designed to measure the accuracy ox inaccuracy of your own and your co-worker's perceptions on
a key range of issues related to your 'WOrking relationship.
The test is taken individually, and all responses will be
confidential; code numbers will serve to keep appropriate
infoxmation together.

1(1.alld, \ Hl!IJlll l
~ 1'201
~03/22~<i7,31

college ur
rts and letters
<.Jopurl11mnl ol

:.n111nun11.;al1011

You are asked to respond to the statements on the
questionnaire in the context of your work environment, and
on the basis of your work relationship with your test partner. Each statement should be thought of in a general
sense; as you :would judge things on the whole. For example,
"he does his best" may remind you of a recent incident
where you did not feel that your co-worker really did his
best. If this was not his usual practice, and he generally
does his best, please respond by affirming that he does his
best, and disregard the unusual event.
You are being asked to respond to each statement from
, three perspectives: youx own, what you think your co-worker
feels, and what you think that he thinks that you feel. It
. may seem difficult to you, but people do think this way although often not consciously or continuously. I am asking
you to think in this manner.

,
l
'
lI

Please read each. statement as a full sentence, for
example, "I feel he does his best," - think of it as it
applies to you and your test partner generally, and respond
, by filling in the appropriate spot on your computer page.
I Move through the questionnaire as quickly as possible, marki ing your first impression xesponse.
j

; DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE SUPERVISOR-SUBORDINATE
I INTERPERSONAL PERCEPT ION METHOD:
I
I

1)

Please do not discuss this test with.your test partner
until after both of you have finished testing.

2)

Please do not write on the computer form except when
shading in the answer spaces.
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31

Use a #2 pencil and press hard, completely filling in
the rectangular space provided for responses on the
computer form.

4)

Please respond to each statement; unanswered statements
make it impossible to interpret all th~ following items.

51

Please note tliat there is a computer answer form which
has elongated boxes numbered 1-24 horizontally. There
are 18 test items, and ech item has 12 statements to
which you should respond. Shade "y" for yes, or "n"
for no, going verticcally from letter A to L on the computer answer form.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:
l}

Please read and sign the informed consent form.

2)

Supervisors: please complete the performance appraisale form prior to doing the Supervisor-Subordinate
Interpersonal Perception Method.

3}

After responding to the SSIPM, please complete the
Personal Data Inventory.

4)

Please enclose the computer answer pagee, the informed
consent form, and the personal data form in the envelope provided. Seal the envelope, remove your name
label from the envelope, and give it to the person
whose name is on the envelope.

51

Please have your answers recorded, sealed, and delivered by·noon on.Friday, October 8th; I will collect
the forms from
at that time.

Individual responses will be scored, showing where your
perceptions do or do not match your test partner's. The
purpose of this study is to develop a tool which can be used
to help people improve their on-the-job communication. A
general summary will be sent to you when this research is
completed.
Thank you for your time, thought and effort; your responses are-the essence of this study.
Sincerely,
Betsy Crist
PSU Graduate Student
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Encl:

1 Supervisor Subordinate Interpersonal Perception
.Method, 1 computer answer .form, 1 Per!ormance
Appraisal, 1 Personal Data Inventory and 1 Informed Consent.
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% Responaing
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test partner
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o
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3
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Occupations were reported by 76% of superiors in the public sector: administrative
assistant, human services coordinator, superv~sor of air quality planning, personnel manager, assistant dean, college administrator, director of student
activities, housing rehabilitation specialist, adminstrative services, sanitation
.management assistment, supervisor in planning, inspection units supervisor, program
operations supervisor, dean, engineering administrator, office manager, TRAM
coordinator, supervisor/manager.

s--De~iree-------Y3~------

~-----,-

Average
1
1
3
2
7
Good
12
a
9
1a
39
Excellent
12
16
14
l3
55
% Responding
100%
100%
100%
l00%
100·%
6} HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL LEVEL
Did not finish
high school·
O
1
0
1
2
High scliool grad.
a·
3 --- ----- - -- -15
some College
---- ----- ir-- - -- -- -----·39
BachelorTs-:Oegree
4
------·--,---- ---- ,.--. --.30
Master'
-g- -----()- - - -- --- - - 17 Doctoral or other
·
professional
2
degree
0
0
1
1
100%"
98%
% Responding
96%
100%
100%
7). SATISFACTION
WITH JOB
12
Extremely satisfied 2
6
2
2
satisfied ------- ·--:---11--· - - - -- ·r-· ------- ---Tr___ --- ro
41
Somewnat-ais13
satisfied
3
3
3
4
very dissatisfiea- ---- o - ---- o
o·- 0
0

Table VI (continued)

w
\t)

1-J

Occupations were reported by 76% of subordinates in the private sector: data
control analyst, accountant, customer service representative, dental claims
analyst, claims analyst (_2}, insurance, group underwriter, secretary (3), technical manager, personnel assistant, die maintenance scheduler, training representative, personnel clerk, clean up, bookkeeper, payroll specialist.

Occupations were reported by 56% of superiors in the private sector: processing
foreman, supervisor of tool and die, employee relations manager, supervisor of
customer service, accountant, attorney supervisor, payroll manager, personnel
manager, plant supervisor, foundry engineering manager, production contro1 manager, personnel, plant engineer, clean up supervisor.

Occupations were reported by 60% of subordinates in the public sector; rehabilitation construction advisor, personnel specialist, social service, sanitation II,
secretary (4}, word processor operator, chemist (2), public information officer,
environmental engineer, environmental analyst and personnel assistant.

Table VI (continued)
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TOTAL PERSONAL DATA INVEl\TTORY RESPONSES FOR
SUPERIORS
Variable
l) AGE
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60+

AND

SUBORDINATES

superiors
N=52

Subordinates
N=52
38%
37%
13%
8%
4%

4%
38%

35%
21%
1%

Mean Age:

.Mean Age:

40-49.

30·-3-g

Mean: 5. 7

Mean: 3.6

2)

NUMBER OF YEARS IN
POSITION
3

NUMBER OF YEARS WORKED
WrI'H TEST PARTNER

. Mean:. 3 • 9

4)

FRIENDS WHO KNOW WOULD
RATE RELATIONSHIP WITH
TEST PARTNER AS
Poor
Fair
Average
Good
Excellent

0

0

2%

4%

6%

8%

40%
50%
Mean:
Excellent &
Good

34%

56%
Mean:
Excellent

5}
HIGHEST EDUCATIONAL
LEVEL

Did not £inish. high
school
High school graduate
Some college
Bachelor's degree
.Master's degree
Doctoral or other professional degree

6l

a
27%

4%
19%
44%
31%

31%

2%

9%
29%

4%

.Mean Range:
Bachelor' s Degre.e

0

.Mean Range:
Some College

SATISFACTION WITH JOB
Extremely satisfied

8%

16%

14-2

Superiors

Very sa tis·f ied
Satis-fied
Somewhat dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

46%
35%
11%

a

Mean Range:
Very Satisfied

Subordinates

33%
37%
14%

a

:Mean -Range :
Satisfied

